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COMMON MOTOR REQUIREMENTS FOR HVAC EQUIPMENT 

SECTION 23 05 13 

COMMON MOTOR REQUIREMENTS FOR HVAC EQUIPMENT 

PART 1 - GENERAL 
1.01 SUMMARY 

A. Section includes general requirements for single-phase and polyphase, general-purpose, 
horizontal, small and medium, squirrel-cage induction motors for use on ac power systems up to 
600 V and installed at equipment manufacturer's factory or shipped separately by equipment 
manufacturer for field installation. 

1.02 COORDINATION 
A. Coordinate features of motors, installed units, and accessory devices to be compatible with the 

following: 
1. Motor controllers. 
2. Torque, speed, and horsepower requirements of the load. 
3. Ratings and characteristics of supply circuit and required control sequence. 
4. Ambient and environmental conditions of installation location. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 
2.01 GENERAL MOTOR REQUIREMENTS 

A. Comply with NEMA MG 1 unless otherwise indicated. 
2.02 MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

A. Duty:  Continuous duty at ambient temperature of 40 deg C and at altitude of 3300 feet above 
sea level. 

B. Capacity and Torque Characteristics:  Sufficient to start, accelerate, and operate connected loads 
at designated speeds, at installed altitude and environment, with indicated operating sequence, 
and without exceeding nameplate ratings or considering service factor. 

2.03 POLYPHASE MOTORS 
A. Description:  NEMA MG 1, Design B, medium induction motor. 
B. Efficiency:   

1. Motors less than 1 HP: Energy efficient, as defined in NEMA MG 1. 
2. Motors 1 HP and greater: Premium, as defined in NEMA MG 1. 

C. Service Factor:  1.15. 
D. Multispeed Motors:  Variable torque. 

1. For motors with 2:1 speed ratio, consequent pole, single winding. 
2. For motors with other than 2:1 speed ratio, separate winding for each speed. 

E. Rotor:  Random-wound, squirrel cage. 
F. Bearings:  Regreasable, shielded, antifriction ball bearings suitable for radial and thrust loading. 
G. Temperature Rise:  Match insulation rating. 
H. Insulation:  Class F. 
I. Code Letter Designation: 

1. Motors 15 HP and Larger:  NEMA starting Code F or Code G. 
2. Motors Smaller than 15 HP:  Manufacturer's standard starting characteristic. 

J. Enclosure Material:  Cast iron for motor frame sizes 324T and larger; rolled steel for motor 
frame sizes smaller than 324T. 

2.04 POLYPHASE MOTORS WITH ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
A. Motors Used with Reduced-Voltage and Multispeed Controllers:  Match wiring connection 

requirements for controller with required motor leads.  Provide terminals in motor terminal box, 
suited to control method. 

B. Motors Used with Variable Frequency Controllers:  Ratings, characteristics, and features 
coordinated with and approved by controller manufacturer. 
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1. Windings:  Copper magnet wire with moisture-resistant insulation varnish, designed and 
tested to resist transient spikes, high frequencies, and short time rise pulses produced by 
pulse-width modulated inverters. 

2. Energy- and Premium-Efficient Motors:  Class B temperature rise; Class F insulation. 
3. Inverter-Duty Motors:  Class F temperature rise; Class H insulation. 
4. Thermal Protection:  Comply with NEMA MG 1 requirements for thermally protected 

motors. 
2.05 SINGLE-PHASE MOTORS 

A. Motors larger than 1/20 hp shall be one of the following, to suit starting torque and 
requirements of specific motor application: 
1. Permanent-split capacitor. 
2. Split phase. 
3. Capacitor start, inductor run. 
4. Capacitor start, capacitor run. 

B. Multispeed Motors:  Variable-torque, permanent-split-capacitor type. 
C. Bearings:  Prelubricated, antifriction ball bearings or sleeve bearings suitable for radial and 

thrust loading. 
D. Motors 1/20 HP and Smaller:  Shaded-pole type. 
E. Thermal Protection:  Internal protection to automatically open power supply circuit to motor 

when winding temperature exceeds a safe value calibrated to temperature rating of motor 
insulation.  Thermal-protection device shall automatically reset when motor temperature returns 
to normal range. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION (Not Applicable) 

END OF SECTION  
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SECTION 23 05 48 

VIBRATION CONTROLS FOR HVAC 

PART 1 – GENERAL 
1.01 WORK INCLUDED 

A. The work consists of furnishing a HUSHCORE™ Plus™ System Model HIC-DS-52 for Rooftop 
units as described in this specification. 

1.02 SUBMITTALS 
A. Include construction details, materials, dimensions of individual components, profiles and 

finishes. 
B. Detail fabrication including anchorages and attachments to structure and to supported equipment. 
C. A copy of ASTM E-90-10 test results from an independent lab shall be included in the submittal. 

1.03 QUALITY ASSURANCE 
A. Company specializing in the manufacture of acoustical and vibration systems and 

equipment/related accessories with not less than 35 years documented successful experience for 
work comparable to work of this project. 
1. All component products outlined in this specification shall be furnished by a single 

supplier. 
B. Seismic requirements shall be as outlined in the Vibration and Sound Control specification [                              

]. 
C. All curbs shall be unitized and pre-assembled. 

1. Knocked down field assembled curbs are unacceptable. 
D. The Plus™ System shall be supplied with the packaged air handling unit equipment. 

PART 2 – PRODUCTS 
2.01 MANUFACTURERS 

A. BRD Noise and Vibration Control, Inc., PO Box 127, 112 Fairview Avenue, Wind Gap, PA, 
18091, Phone: (610) 863-6300, Fax:  (610) 863-4230, E-mail:  info@brd-nonoise.com, Website:  
www.Hushcore.net. 

B. Exceptions must be submitted and approved 10 days prior to project bid date as “or equal” 
compliant. 

2.02 MATERIALS - HUSHCORE™ Plus™ System Model HIC-DS-52 shall consist of a 
HUSHCORE™ HUSH CURB™ model HIC-2 Seismic/Vibration Curb and a HUSHCORE™ model 
DS-52 In-Curb Acoustical Treatment System. 
A. HUSHCORE™ Base™ System Model HIC-2 Seismic/Vibration Curbs where indicated 

1. HUSH MOUNT™ model HIC-2 for 2” static deflection 
2. The structural steel spring isolation curbs shall bear directly on the roof support structure 

and be flashed and waterproofed into the roof’s membrane waterproofing system. 
a. The curb shall be capable of being re-flashed without lifting the unit. 

3. Equipment manufacturer’s or field fabricated curbs shall not be used. 
4. Curb sides and ends shall be manufactured from minimum 14 ga. G90 galvanized sheet 

metal (expanded metal or painted steel is not acceptable), reinforced and cross braced as 
required. 

5. All springs shall provide a minimum of 85% vibration isolation efficiency  
a. All springs shall be adjustable for leveling.   
b. Spring assemblies shall contain restraints and snubbers to resist wind and seismic 

forces. 
6. Spring static deflection and seismic performance criteria shall be as shown or indicated on 

the drawings, schedules or in the vibration control specification. 

mailto:info@brd-nonoise.com
http://www.hushcore.net/
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7. The curb shall accept standard 2” roof insulation supplied and installed by the roofing 
contractor. 

8. A resilient weather seal shall be incorporated into the curb design between the isolated top 
frame and the base curb assembly. 

9. Wood nailer and flashing shall be provided and curbs shall be manufactured to NRCA 
standards. 

10. Curb height shall be 24” high minimum or as shown on the drawings.   
11. Curbs shall be shipped pre-assembled.  Knocked down kits are not acceptable. 
12. All non-galvanized materials shall be prime paint finished. 
13. All duct supports, bracing, flashing and safing as required. 
14. Unless otherwise recommended by the RTU manufacturer, all curbs shall be full perimeter 

type.  Curbs with condenser pedestal rails are unacceptable. 
B. HUSHCORE™ Model DS-52 In-Curb Composite Acoustical Treatment 

1. HUSHCORE™ DS-52 acoustical composite 
a. The overall installed thickness shall have an installed thickness of 8” for the DS-52 

composite 
b. Shall have a thermal value of R-27  
c. Shall meet Class “A” per ASTM E84 for flammability 
d. The composite panels shall get HUSH SEALANT™ model HSAC-100 acoustical 

grade caulk at seams and all perimeter edges inside the curb 
e. Shall have 65% post-consumer recycled content 
f. Seams for each layer shall be staggered 

2.03 DECKING 
A. Decking shall be maintained inside the RTU roof curb to a clearance of ¼” maximum around all 

duct drops but never contact the duct. 
1. Pack all air gaps around duct drops for return and supply with HUSH BATT™ and seal 

with HUSH SEALANT™ HSAC-100. 
2.04 INSPECTIONS 

A. The manufacturer or their local authorized agent shall inspect the in-curb deck system work on 
site prior to lowering of the units and issue a letter of certification stating that the products have 
been properly installed and sealed around all ductwork and drops to eliminate air gaps which can 
compromise performance. 

 
2.05 PERFORMANCE 

A. To assure optimized acoustic performance as well as proper integration and coordination of the 
final installation, the HUSHCORE™ Plus™ System shall be supplied by the rooftop unit 
manufacturer as part of a turnkey package. 

B. HUSHCORE™ Model DS-52 In-Curb Composite Acoustical Treatment Performance 
1. The combination of all layers shall be tested for Sound Transmission Loss in accordance 

with procedure ASTM E-90-10.  The assembly shall be rated at not less than STC-52 with 
1/3 octave performance values as listed below for sound radiation through the deck inside 
the curb. 

 
Freq. (Hz) 80 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1K 
TL (dB) 26 27 33 32 35 42 45 45 50 56 59 60 

 
Freq. (Hz) 1250 1600 2000 2500 3150 4000 5000 6300 8000 10000 STC 
TL (dB) 62 63 64 65 67 71 74 78 80 80 52 

 
2. A copy of the test report by an accredited lab shall be included in the submittals to 

document the above performance. 
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END OF SECTION 
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SECTION 23 05 53 

IDENTIFICATION FOR HVAC PIPING AND EQUIPMENT 

PART 1 - GENERAL 
1.01 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 
1. Equipment labels. 
2. Warning signs and labels. 
3. Pipe labels. 

1.02 ACTION SUBMITTAL 
A. Product Data:  For each type of product indicated. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 
2.01 EQUIPMENT LABELS 

A. Metal Labels for Equipment: 
1. Material and Thickness:  Brass, 0.032-inch or anodized aluminum, 0.032-inch minimum 

thickness, and having predrilled or stamped holes for attachment hardware. 
2. Minimum Label Size:  Length and width vary for required label content, but not less than 

2-1/2 by 3/4 inch. 
3. Minimum Letter Size:  1/4 inch for name of units if viewing distance is less than 24 

inches, 1/2 inch for viewing distances up to 72 inches, and proportionately larger lettering 
for greater viewing distances.  Include secondary lettering two-thirds to three-fourths the 
size of principal lettering. 

4. Fasteners:  Stainless-steel rivets or self-tapping screws. 
5. Adhesive:  Contact-type permanent adhesive, compatible with label and with substrate. 

B. Label Content:  Include equipment's Drawing designation or unique equipment number, 
Drawing numbers where equipment is indicated (plans, details, and schedules), plus the 
Specification Section number and title where equipment is specified. 

C. Equipment Label Schedule:  For each item of equipment to be labeled, on 8-1/2-by-11-inch 
(A4) bond paper.  Tabulate equipment identification number and identify Drawing numbers 
where equipment is indicated (plans, details, and schedules), plus the Specification Section 
number and title where equipment is specified.  Equipment schedule shall be included in 
operation and maintenance data. 

2.02 WARNING SIGNS AND LABELS 
A. Material and Thickness:  Multilayer, multicolor, plastic labels for mechanical engraving, 1/8 

inch thick, and having predrilled holes for attachment hardware. 
B. Letter Color:  White. 
C. Background Color:  Red. 
D. Maximum Temperature:  Able to withstand temperatures up to 160 deg F. 
E. Minimum Label Size:  Length and width vary for required label content, but not less than 2-1/2 

by 3/4 inch. 
F. Minimum Letter Size:  1/4 inch for name of units if viewing distance is less than 24 inches, 1/2 

inch for viewing distances up to 72 inches, and proportionately larger lettering for greater 
viewing distances.  Include secondary lettering two-thirds to three-fourths the size of principal 
lettering. 

G. Fasteners:  Stainless-steel rivets or self-tapping screws. 
H. Adhesive:  Contact-type permanent adhesive, compatible with label and with substrate. 
I. Label Content:  Include caution and warning information, plus emergency notification 

instructions. 
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2.03 PIPE LABELS 
A. General Requirements for Manufactured Pipe Labels:  Preprinted, color-coded, wrap around, 

with lettering indicating service, and showing flow direction. 
B. Self-Adhesive Pipe Labels:  Printed plastic with contact-type, permanent-adhesive backing. 
C. Pipe Label Contents:  Include identification of piping service using same designations or 

abbreviations as used on Drawings, pipe size, and an arrow indicating flow direction. 
1. Flow-Direction Arrows:  Integral with piping system service lettering to accommodate 

both directions, or as separate unit on each pipe label to indicate flow direction. 
2. Lettering Size:  At least 1-1/2 inches high. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 
3.01 PREPARATION 

A. Clean piping and equipment surfaces of substances that could impair bond of identification 
devices, including dirt, oil, grease, release agents, and incompatible primers, paints, and 
encapsulants. 

3.02 EQUIPMENT LABEL INSTALLATION 
A. Install or permanently fasten labels on each major item of mechanical equipment. 
B. Locate equipment labels where accessible and visible. 

3.03 PIPE LABEL INSTALLATION 
A. Locate pipe labels where piping is exposed or above accessible ceilings in finished spaces; 

machine rooms; accessible maintenance spaces such as shafts, tunnels, and plenums; and 
exterior exposed locations as follows: 

1. Near each valve and control device. 
2. Near each branch connection, excluding short takeoffs for fixtures and terminal units.  

Where flow pattern is not obvious, mark each pipe at branch. 
3. Near penetrations through walls, floors, ceilings, and inaccessible enclosures. 
4. At access doors, manholes, and similar access points that permit view of concealed 

piping. 
5. Near major equipment items and other points of origination and termination. 
6. Spaced at maximum intervals of 50 feet along each run.  Reduce intervals to 25 feet in 

areas of congested piping and equipment. 
7. On piping above removable acoustical ceilings.  Omit intermediately spaced labels. 

B. Pipe Label Color Schedule: 
1. Refrigerant Piping: 

a. Background Color:  Purple. 
b. Letter Color:  White. 

END OF SECTION  
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SECTION 23 07 13 

DUCT INSULATION 

PART 1 - GENERAL 
1.01 SUMMARY 

A. Section includes insulating the following duct services: 
1. Indoor, supply. 
2. Indoor, return. 
3. Indoor, exhaust between isolation damper and penetration of building exterior. 

1.02 ACTION SUBMITTALS 
A. Product Data:  For each type of product indicated. 

1.03 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 
A. Field quality-control reports. 

1.04 QUALITY ASSURANCE 
A. Surface-Burning Characteristics:  For insulation and related materials, as determined by 

testing identical products according to ASTM E 84, by a testing agency acceptable to 
authorities having jurisdiction.  Factory label insulation and jacket materials and 
adhesive, mastic, tapes, and cement material containers, with appropriate markings of 
applicable testing agency. 
1. Insulation Installed Indoors:  Flame-spread index of 25 or less, and smoke-

developed index of 50 or less. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 
2.01 INSULATION MATERIALS 

A. Comply with requirements in "Duct Insulation Schedule, General," "Indoor Duct and 
Plenum Insulation Schedule," and "Aboveground, Outdoor Duct and Plenum Insulation 
Schedule" articles for where insulating materials shall be applied. 

B. Products shall not contain asbestos, lead, mercury, or mercury compounds. 
C. Products that come in contact with stainless steel shall have a leachable chloride content 

of less than 50 ppm when tested according to ASTM C 871. 
D. Insulation materials for use on austenitic stainless steel shall be qualified as acceptable 

according to ASTM C 795. 
E. Foam insulation materials shall not use CFC or HCFC blowing agents in the 

manufacturing process. 
F. Mineral-Fiber Blanket Insulation:  Mineral or glass fibers bonded with a thermosetting 

resin.  Comply with ASTM C 553, Type II and ASTM C 1290, Type III with factory-
applied FSK or FSP jacket.  Factory-applied jacket requirements are specified in 
"Factory-Applied Jackets" Article. 
1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the following: 

a. CertainTeed Corp.; SoftTouch Duct Wrap. 
b. Johns Manville; Microlite. 
c. Knauf Insulation; Friendly Feel Duct Wrap. 
d. Manson Insulation Inc.; Alley Wrap. 
e. Owens Corning; SOFTR All-Service Duct Wrap. 

2.02 ADHESIVES 
A. Materials shall be compatible with insulation materials, jackets, and substrates and for 

bonding insulation to itself and to surfaces to be insulated unless otherwise indicated. 
B. All materials shall be low VOC to comply with LEED IAQ credits. 
C. Mineral-Fiber Adhesive:  Comply with MIL-A-3316C, Class 2, Grade A. 

1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the following: 

http://www.specagent.com/LookUp/?ulid=4251&mf=04&mf=95&src=wd&mf=04&src=wd
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a. Childers Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. 
Fuller Company; CP-127. 

b. Eagle Bridges - Marathon Industries; 225. 
c. Foster Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. 

Fuller Company; 85-60/85-70. 
d. Mon-Eco Industries, Inc.; 22-25. 

D. ASJ Adhesive, and FSK Jacket Adhesive:  Comply with MIL-A-3316C, Class 2, 
Grade A for bonding insulation jacket lap seams and joints. 
1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the following: 

a. Childers Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. 
Fuller Company; CP-82. 

b. Eagle Bridges - Marathon Industries; 225. 
c. Foster Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. 

Fuller Company; 85-50. 
d. Mon-Eco Industries, Inc.; 22-25. 

2.03 MASTICS 
A. Materials shall be compatible with insulation materials, jackets, and substrates; comply 

with MIL-PRF-19565C, Type II. 
B. All materials shall be low VOC to comply with LEED IAQ credits. 
C. Vapor-Barrier Mastic:  Water based; suitable for indoor use on below ambient services. 

1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the following: 
a. Foster Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. 

Fuller Company; 30-80/30-90. 
b. Vimasco Corporation; 749. 

2. Water-Vapor Permeance:  ASTM E 96/E 96M, Procedure B, 0.013 perm at 43-mil 
dry film thickness. 

3. Service Temperature Range:  Minus 20 to plus 180 deg F. 
4. Solids Content:  ASTM D 1644, 58 percent by volume and 70 percent by weight. 
5. Color:  White. 

D. Breather Mastic:  Water based; suitable for indoor and outdoor use on above ambient 
services. 
1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the following: 

a. Childers Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. 
Fuller Company; CP-10. 

b. Eagle Bridges - Marathon Industries; 550. 
c. Foster Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. 

Fuller Company; 46-50. 
d. Mon-Eco Industries, Inc.; 55-50. 
e. Vimasco Corporation; WC-1/WC-5. 

2. Water-Vapor Permeance:  ASTM F 1249, 1.8 perms at 0.0625-inch dry film 
thickness. 

3. Service Temperature Range:  Minus 20 to plus 180 deg F. 
4. Solids Content:  60 percent by volume and 66 percent by weight. 
5. Color:  White. 

2.04 SEALANTS 
A. All materials shall be low VOC to comply with LEED IAQ credits. 
B. FSK and Metal Jacket Flashing Sealants: 

1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the following: 
a. Childers Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. 

Fuller Company; CP-76. 
b. Eagle Bridges - Marathon Industries; 405. 
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c. Foster Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. 
Fuller Company; 95-44. 

d. Mon-Eco Industries, Inc.; 44-05. 
2. Materials shall be compatible with insulation materials, jackets, and substrates. 
3. Fire- and water-resistant, flexible, elastomeric sealant. 
4. Service Temperature Range:  Minus 40 to plus 250 deg F. 
5. Color:  Aluminum. 

2.05 FACTORY-APPLIED JACKETS 
A. Insulation system schedules indicate factory-applied jackets on various applications.  

When factory-applied jackets are indicated, comply with the following: 
1. FSK Jacket:  Aluminum-foil, fiberglass-reinforced scrim with kraft-paper backing; 

complying with ASTM C 1136, Type II. 
2. FSP Jacket:  Aluminum-foil, fiberglass-reinforced scrim with polyethylene 

backing; complying with ASTM C 1136, Type II. 
2.06 FIELD-APPLIED FABRIC-REINFORCING MESH 

A. Woven Polyester Fabric:  Approximately 1 oz./sq. yd. with a thread count of 10 strands 
by 10 strands/sq. in., in a Leno weave, for ducts. 
1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, available products that may 

be incorporated into the Work include, but are not limited to, the following: 
a. Foster Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. 

Fuller Company; Mast-A-Fab. 
b. Vimasco Corporation; Elastafab 894. 

2.07 TAPES 
A. FSK Tape:  Foil-face, vapor-retarder tape matching factory-applied jacket with acrylic 

adhesive; complying with ASTM C 1136. 
1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the following: 

a. ABI, Ideal Tape Division; 491 AWF FSK. 
b. Avery Dennison Corporation, Specialty Tapes Division; Fasson 0827. 
c. Compac Corporation; 110 and 111. 
d. Venture Tape; 1525 CW NT, 1528 CW, and 1528 CW/SQ. 

2. Width:  3 inches. 
3. Thickness:  6.5 mils. 
4. Adhesion:  90 ounces force/inch in width. 
5. Elongation:  2 percent. 
6. Tensile Strength:  40 lbf/inch in width. 
7. FSK Tape Disks and Squares:  Precut disks or squares of FSK tape. 

2.08 SECUREMENTS 
A. Aluminum Bands:  ASTM B 209, Alloy 3003, 3005, 3105, or 5005; Temper H-14, 0.020 

inch thick, 1/2 inch wide with wing seal or closed seal. 
1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, available products that may 

be incorporated into the Work include, but are not limited to, the following: 
a. ITW Insulation Systems; Gerrard Strapping and Seals. 
b. RPR Products, Inc.; Insul-Mate Strapping, Seals, and Springs. 

B. Insulation Pins and Hangers: 
1. Metal, Adhesively Attached, Perforated-Base Insulation Hangers:  Baseplate 

welded to projecting spindle that is capable of holding insulation, of thickness 
indicated, securely in position indicated when self-locking washer is in place.  
Comply with the following requirements: 
a. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, available products that 

may be incorporated into the Work include, but are not limited to, the 
following: 
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1) AGM Industries, Inc.; Tactoo Perforated Base Insul-Hangers. 
2) GEMCO; Perforated Base. 
3) Midwest Fasteners, Inc.; Spindle. 

b. Baseplate:  Perforated, galvanized carbon-steel sheet, 0.030 inch thick by 2 
inches square. 

c. Spindle:  Copper- or zinc-coated, low-carbon steel, fully annealed, 0.106-
inch- diameter shank, length to suit depth of insulation indicated. 

d. Adhesive:  Recommended by hanger manufacturer.  Product with 
demonstrated capability to bond insulation hanger securely to substrates 
indicated without damaging insulation, hangers, and substrates. 

2. Self-Sticking-Base Insulation Hangers:  Baseplate welded to projecting spindle 
that is capable of holding insulation, of thickness indicated, securely in position 
indicated when self-locking washer is in place.  Comply with the following 
requirements: 
a. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the 

following: 
1) AGM Industries, Inc.; Tactoo Self-Adhering Insul-Hangers. 
2) GEMCO; Peel & Press. 
3) Midwest Fasteners, Inc.; Self Stick. 

b. Baseplate:  Galvanized carbon-steel sheet, 0.030 inch thick by 2 
inchessquare. 

c. Spindle:  Copper- or zinc-coated, low-carbon steel, fully annealed, 0.106-
inch-diameter shank, length to suit depth of insulation indicated. 

d. Adhesive-backed base with a peel-off protective cover. 
3. Insulation-Retaining Washers:  Self-locking washers formed from 0.016-inch-

thick, galvanized-steel sheet, with beveled edge sized as required to hold 
insulation securely in place but not less than 1-1/2 inches in diameter. 
a. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, available products that 

may be incorporated into the Work include, but are not limited to, the 
following: 
1) AGM Industries, Inc.; RC-150. 
2) GEMCO; R-150. 
3) Midwest Fasteners, Inc.; WA-150. 
4) Nelson Stud Welding; Speed Clips. 

b. Protect ends with capped self-locking washers incorporating a spring steel 
insert to ensure permanent retention of cap in exposed locations. 

C. Staples:  Outward-clinching insulation staples, nominal 3/4-inch-wide, stainless steel or 
Monel. 

D. Wire:  0.080-inch nickel-copper alloy. 
1. Manufacturers:  Subject to compliance with requirements, available manufacturers 

offering products that may be incorporated into the Work include, but are not 
limited to, the following: 
a. C & F Wire. 

2.09 CORNER ANGLES 
A. Aluminum Corner Angles:  0.040 inch thick, minimum 1 by 1 inch, aluminum according 

to ASTM B 209, Alloy 3003, 3005, 3105, or 5005; Temper H-14. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 
3.01 PREPARATION 

A. Surface Preparation:  Clean and dry surfaces to receive insulation.  Remove materials 
that will adversely affect insulation application. 
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3.02 GENERAL INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS 
A. Install insulation materials, accessories, and finishes with smooth, straight, and even 

surfaces; free of voids throughout the length of ducts and fittings. 
B. Install insulation materials, vapor barriers or retarders, jackets, and thicknesses required 

for each item of duct system as specified in insulation system schedules. 
C. Install accessories compatible with insulation materials and suitable for the service.  

Install accessories that do not corrode, soften, or otherwise attack insulation or jacket in 
either wet or dry state. 

D. Install insulation with longitudinal seams at top and bottom of horizontal runs. 
E. Install multiple layers of insulation with longitudinal and end seams staggered. 
F. Keep insulation materials dry during application and finishing. 
G. Install insulation with tight longitudinal seams and end joints.  Bond seams and joints 

with adhesive recommended by insulation material manufacturer. 
H. Install insulation with least number of joints practical. 
I. Where vapor barrier is indicated, seal joints, seams, and penetrations in insulation at 

hangers, supports, anchors, and other projections with vapor-barrier mastic. 
1. Install insulation continuously through hangers and around anchor attachments. 
2. For insulation application where vapor barriers are indicated, extend insulation on 

anchor legs from point of attachment to supported item to point of attachment to 
structure.  Taper and seal ends at attachment to structure with vapor-barrier 
mastic. 

3. Install insert materials and install insulation to tightly join the insert.  Seal 
insulation to insulation inserts with adhesive or sealing compound recommended 
by insulation material manufacturer. 

J. Apply adhesives, mastics, and sealants at manufacturer's recommended coverage rate 
and wet and dry film thicknesses. 

K. Install insulation with factory-applied jackets as follows: 
1. Draw jacket tight and smooth. 
2. Cover circumferential joints with 3-inch-wide strips, of same material as 

insulation jacket.  Secure strips with adhesive and outward clinching staples along 
both edges of strip, spaced 4 inches o.c. 

3. Overlap jacket longitudinal seams at least 1-1/2 inches.  Clean and dry surface to 
receive self-sealing lap.  Staple laps with outward clinching staples along edge at 
2 inches o.c. 
a. For below ambient services, apply vapor-barrier mastic over staples. 

4. Cover joints and seams with tape, according to insulation material manufacturer's 
written instructions, to maintain vapor seal. 

5. Where vapor barriers are indicated, apply vapor-barrier mastic on seams and joints 
and at ends adjacent to duct flanges and fittings. 

L. Cut insulation in a manner to avoid compressing insulation more than 75 percent of its 
nominal thickness. 

M. Finish installation with systems at operating conditions.  Repair joint separations and 
cracking due to thermal movement. 

N. Repair damaged insulation facings by applying same facing material over damaged 
areas.  Extend patches at least 4 inches beyond damaged areas.  Adhere, staple, and seal 
patches similar to butt joints. 

3.03 PENETRATIONS 
A. Insulation Installation at Roof Penetrations:  Install insulation continuously through roof 

penetrations. 
1. Seal penetrations with flashing sealant. 
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2. For applications requiring only indoor insulation, terminate insulation above roof 
surface and seal with joint sealant.  For applications requiring indoor and outdoor 
insulation, install insulation for outdoor applications tightly joined to indoor 
insulation ends.  Seal joint with joint sealant. 

3. Extend jacket of outdoor insulation outside roof flashing at least 2 inches below 
top of roof flashing. 

4. Seal jacket to roof flashing with flashing sealant. 
B. Insulation Installation at Aboveground Exterior Wall Penetrations:  Install insulation 

continuously through wall penetrations. 
1. Seal penetrations with flashing sealant. 
2. For applications requiring only indoor insulation, terminate insulation inside wall 

surface and seal with joint sealant.  For applications requiring indoor and outdoor 
insulation, install insulation for outdoor applications tightly joined to indoor 
insulation ends.  Seal joint with joint sealant. 

3. Extend jacket of outdoor insulation outside wall flashing and overlap wall flashing 
at least 2 inches. 

4. Seal jacket to wall flashing with flashing sealant. 
C. Insulation Installation at Interior Wall and Partition Penetrations (That Are Not Fire 

Rated):  Install insulation continuously through walls and partitions. 
D. Insulation Installation at Fire-Rated Wall and Partition Penetrations:  Terminate 

insulation at fire damper sleeves for fire-rated wall and partition penetrations.  Externally 
insulate damper sleeves to match adjacent insulation and overlap duct insulation at least 
2 inches. 
1. Comply with requirements in Section 078413 "Penetration Firestopping" for 

firestopping and fire-resistive joint sealers. 
E. Insulation Installation at Floor Penetrations: 

1. Duct:  For penetrations through fire-rated assemblies, terminate insulation at fire 
damper sleeves and externally insulate damper sleeve beyond floor to match 
adjacent duct insulation.  Overlap damper sleeve and duct insulation at least 2 
inches. 

2. Seal penetrations through fire-rated assemblies.  Comply with requirements in 
Section 078413 "Penetration Firestopping." 

3.04 INSTALLATION OF MINERAL-FIBER INSULATION 
A. Blanket Insulation Installation on Ducts and Plenums:  Secure with adhesive and 

insulation pins. 
1. Apply adhesives according to manufacturer's recommended coverage rates per 

unit area, for 100 percent coverage of duct and plenum surfaces. 
2. Apply adhesive to entire circumference of ducts and to all surfaces of fittings and 

transitions. 
3. Install either capacitor-discharge-weld pins and speed washers or cupped-head, 

capacitor-discharge-weld pins on sides and bottom of horizontal ducts and sides of 
vertical ducts as follows: 
a. On duct sides with dimensions 18 inches and smaller, place pins along 

longitudinal centerline of duct.  Space 3 inches maximum from insulation 
end joints, and 16 inches o.c. 

b. On duct sides with dimensions larger than 18 inches, place pins 16 inches 
o.c. each way, and 3 inches maximum from insulation joints.  Install 
additional pins to hold insulation tightly against surface at cross bracing. 

c. Pins may be omitted from top surface of horizontal, rectangular ducts and 
plenums. 

d. Do not overcompress insulation during installation. 
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e. Impale insulation over pins and attach speed washers. 
f. Cut excess portion of pins extending beyond speed washers or bend parallel 

with insulation surface.  Cover exposed pins and washers with tape 
matching insulation facing. 

4. For ducts and plenums with surface temperatures below ambient, install a 
continuous unbroken vapor barrier.  Create a facing lap for longitudinal seams and 
end joints with insulation by removing 2 inches from one edge and one end of 
insulation segment.  Secure laps to adjacent insulation section with 1/2-inch 
outward-clinching staples, 1 inch o.c.  Install vapor barrier consisting of factory- 
or field-applied jacket, adhesive, vapor-barrier mastic, and sealant at joints, seams, 
and protrusions. 
a. Repair punctures, tears, and penetrations with tape or mastic to maintain 

vapor-barrier seal. 
b. Install vapor stops for ductwork and plenums operating below 50 deg F at 

18-foot intervals.  Vapor stops shall consist of vapor-barrier mastic applied 
in a Z-shaped pattern over insulation face, along butt end of insulation, and 
over the surface.  Cover insulation face and surface to be insulated a width 
equal to two times the insulation thickness, but not less than 3 inches. 

5. Overlap unfaced blankets a minimum of 2 inches on longitudinal seams and end 
joints.  At end joints, secure with steel bands spaced a maximum of 18 inches o.c. 

6. Install insulation on rectangular duct elbows and transitions with a full insulation 
section for each surface.  Install insulation on round and flat-oval duct elbows 
with individually mitered gores cut to fit the elbow. 

7. Insulate duct stiffeners, hangers, and flanges that protrude beyond insulation 
surface with 6-inch-wide strips of same material used to insulate duct.  Secure on 
alternating sides of stiffener, hanger, and flange with pins spaced 6 inches o.c. 

3.05 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 
A. Perform tests and inspections. 
B. Tests and Inspections: 

1. Inspect ductwork, randomly selected by Architect, by removing field-applied 
jacket and insulation in layers in reverse order of their installation.  Extent of 
inspection shall be limited to one location(s) for each duct system defined in the 
"Duct Insulation Schedule, General" Article. 

C. All insulation applications will be considered defective Work if sample inspection 
reveals noncompliance with requirements. 

3.06 DUCT INSULATION SCHEDULE, GENERAL 
A. Plenums and Ducts Requiring Insulation: 

1. Indoor, supply. 
2. Indoor, return. 
3. Indoor, exhaust between isolation damper and penetration of building exterior. 

B. Items Not Insulated: 
1. Fibrous-glass ducts. 
2. Metal ducts with duct liner of sufficient thickness to comply with energy code and 

ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1. 
3. Factory-insulated flexible ducts. 
4. Factory-insulated plenums and casings. 
5. Flexible connectors. 
6. Vibration-control devices. 
7. Factory-insulated access panels and doors. 
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3.07 INDOOR DUCT AND PLENUM INSULATION SCHEDULE 
A. Supply-Air Duct and Plenum Insulation:  Mineral-fiber blanket, 2 inches thick and 1.5-

lb/cu. ft. nominal density. 
B. Return-Air Duct and Plenum Insulation:  Mineral-fiber blanket, 2 inches thick and 1.5-

lb/cu. ft. nominal density. 
C. Exhaust-Air Duct and Plenum Insulation:  Mineral-fiber blanket, 2 inches thick and 1.5-

lb/cu. ft. nominal density. 

END OF SECTION  
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SECTION 23 07 19 

HVAC PIPING INSULATION 
PART 1 - GENERAL 
1.01 SUMMARY 

A. Section includes insulating the following HVAC piping systems: 
1. Refrigerant suction and hot-gas piping, indoors and outdoors. 

1.02 ACTION SUBMITTALS 
A. Product Data:  For each type of product indicated. 

1.03 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 
A. Field quality-control reports. 

1.04 QUALITY ASSURANCE 
A. Surface-Burning Characteristics:  For insulation and related materials, as determined by testing 

identical products according to ASTM E 84, by a testing and inspecting agency acceptable to 
authorities having jurisdiction.  Factory label insulation and jacket materials and adhesive, 
mastic, tapes, and cement material containers, with appropriate markings of applicable testing 
agency. 
1. Insulation Installed Indoors:  Flame-spread index of 25 or less, and smoke-developed 

index of 50 or less. 
2. Insulation Installed Outdoors:  Flame-spread index of 75 or less, and smoke-developed 

index of 150 or less. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 
2.01 INSULATION MATERIALS 

A. Products shall not contain asbestos, lead, mercury, or mercury compounds. 
B. Products that come in contact with stainless steel shall have a leachable chloride content of less 

than 50 ppm when tested according to ASTM C 871. 
C. Insulation materials for use on austenitic stainless steel shall be qualified as acceptable 

according to ASTM C 795. 
D. Foam insulation materials shall not use CFC or HCFC blowing agents in the manufacturing 

process. 
E. Flexible Elastomeric Insulation:  Closed-cell, sponge- or expanded-rubber materials.  Comply 

with ASTM C 534, Type I for tubular materials. 
1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the following: 

a. Aeroflex USA, Inc.; Aerocel. 
b. Armacell LLC; AP Armaflex. 
c. K-Flex USA; Insul-Lock, Insul-Tube, and K-FLEX LS. 

F. Mineral-Fiber, Preformed Pipe Insulation: 
1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the following: 

a. Fibrex Insulations Inc.; Coreplus 1200. 
b. Johns Manville; Micro-Lok. 
c. Knauf Insulation; 1000-Degree Pipe Insulation. 
d. Manson Insulation Inc.; Alley-K. 
e. Owens Corning; Fiberglas Pipe Insulation. 

2. Type I, 850 deg F Materials:  Mineral or glass fibers bonded with a thermosetting resin.  
Comply with ASTM C 547, Type I, Grade A, with factory-applied ASJ.  Factory-applied 
jacket requirements are specified in "Factory-Applied Jackets" Article. 

2.02 INSULATING CEMENTS 
A. Mineral-Fiber, Hydraulic-Setting Insulating and Finishing Cement:  Comply with ASTM C 449. 
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1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, available products that may be 
incorporated into the Work include, but are not limited to, the following: 
a. Ramco Insulation, Inc.; Ramcote 1200 and Quik-Cote. 

2.03 ADHESIVES 
A. Materials shall be compatible with insulation materials, jackets, and substrates and for bonding 

insulation to itself and to surfaces to be insulated unless otherwise indicated. 
B. All materials to be low VOC to comply with LEED IAQ credits. 
C. Flexible Elastomeric and Polyolefin Adhesive:  Comply with MIL-A-24179A, Type II, Class I. 

1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the following: 
a. Aeroflex USA, Inc.; Aeroseal. 
b. Armacell LLC; Armaflex 520 Adhesive. 
c. Foster Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. Fuller 

Company; 85-75. 
d. K-Flex USA; R-373 Contact Adhesive. 

D. Mineral-Fiber Adhesive:  Comply with MIL-A-3316C, Class 2, Grade A. 
1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the following: 

a. Childers Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. Fuller 
Company; CP-127. 

b. Eagle Bridges - Marathon Industries; 225. 
c. Foster Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. Fuller 

Company; 85-60/85-70. 
d. Mon-Eco Industries, Inc.; 22-25. 

E. ASJ Adhesive, and FSK and PVDC Jacket Adhesive:  Comply with MIL-A-3316C, Class 2, 
Grade A for bonding insulation jacket lap seams and joints. 
1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the following: 

a. Childers Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. Fuller 
Company; CP-82. 

b. Eagle Bridges - Marathon Industries; 225. 
c. Foster Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. Fuller 

Company; 85-50. 
d. Mon-Eco Industries, Inc.; 22-25. 

F. PVC Jacket Adhesive: Compatible with PVC jacket. 
1. Products: Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the following: 

a. Dow Corning Corporation; 739, Dow Silicone. 
b. Johns Manville; Zeston Perma-Weld, CEEL-TITE Solvent Welding Adhesive. 
c. P.I.C. Plastics, Inc.; Welding Adhesive. 
d. Speedline Corporation; Polyco VP Adhesive. 

2.04 MASTICS 
A. Materials shall be compatible with insulation materials, jackets, and substrates; comply with 

MIL-PRF-19565C, Type II. 
B. All materials shall be low VOC to comply with LEED IAQ credits. 
C. Vapor-Barrier Mastic:  Water based; suitable for indoor use on below-ambient services. 

1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the following: 
a. Foster Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. Fuller 

Company; 30-80/30-90. 
b. Vimasco Corporation; 749. 

2. Water-Vapor Permeance:  ASTM E 96/E 96M, Procedure B, 0.013 perm at 43-mil dry 
film thickness. 

3. Service Temperature Range:  Minus 20 to plus 180 deg F. 
4. Solids Content:  ASTM D 1644, 58 percent by volume and 70 percent by weight. 
5. Color:  White. 
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D. Breather Mastic:  Water based; suitable for indoor and outdoor use on above-ambient services. 
1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the following: 

a. Childers Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. Fuller 
Company; CP-10. 

b. Eagle Bridges - Marathon Industries; 550. 
c. Foster Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. Fuller 

Company; 46-50. 
d. Mon-Eco Industries, Inc.; 55-50. 
e. Vimasco Corporation; WC-1/WC-5. 

2. Water-Vapor Permeance:  ASTM F 1249, 1.8 perms at 0.0625-inch dry film thickness. 
3. Service Temperature Range:  Minus 20 to plus 180 deg F. 
4. Solids Content:  60 percent by volume and 66 percent by weight. 
5. Color:  White. 

2.05 SEALANTS 
A. All materials shall be low VOC to comply with LEED IAQ credits. 
B. Joint Sealants: 

1. Joint Sealants for Cellular-Glass Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, 
provide one of the following: 
a. Childers Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. Fuller 

Company; CP-76. 
b. Eagle Bridges - Marathon Industries; 405. 
c. Foster Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. Fuller 

Company; 30-45. 
d. Mon-Eco Industries, Inc.; 44-05. 
e. Pittsburgh Corning Corporation; Pittseal 444. 

2. Materials shall be compatible with insulation materials, jackets, and substrates. 
3. Permanently flexible, elastomeric sealant. 
4. Service Temperature Range:  Minus 100 to plus 300 deg F. 
5. Color:  White or gray. 

C. FSK and Metal Jacket Flashing Sealants: 
1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the following: 

a. Childers Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. Fuller 
Company; CP-76. 

b. Eagle Bridges - Marathon Industries; 405. 
c. Foster Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. Fuller 

Company; 95-44. 
d. Mon-Eco Industries, Inc.; 44-05. 

2. Materials shall be compatible with insulation materials, jackets, and substrates. 
3. Fire- and water-resistant, flexible, elastomeric sealant. 
4. Service Temperature Range:  Minus 40 to plus 250 deg F. 
5. Color:  Aluminum. 

D. ASJ Flashing Sealants, and Vinyl, PVDC, and PVC Jacket Flashing Sealants: 
1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, available products that may be 

incorporated into the Work include, but are not limited to, the following: 
a. Childers Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. Fuller 

Company; CP-76. 
2. Materials shall be compatible with insulation materials, jackets, and substrates. 
3. Fire- and water-resistant, flexible, elastomeric sealant. 
4. Service Temperature Range:  Minus 40 to plus 250 deg F. 
5. Color:  White. 
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2.06 FACTORY-APPLIED JACKETS 
A. Insulation system schedules indicate factory-applied jackets on various applications.  When 

factory-applied jackets are indicated, comply with the following: 
1. ASJ:  White, kraft-paper, fiberglass-reinforced scrim with aluminum-foil backing; 

complying with ASTM C 1136, Type I. 
2.07 FIELD-APPLIED FABRIC-REINFORCING MESH 

A. Woven Polyester Fabric:  Approximately 1 oz./sq. yd. with a thread count of 10 strands by 10 
strands/sq. in., in a Leno weave, for pipe. 
1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, available products that may be 

incorporated into the Work include, but are not limited to, the following: 
a. Foster Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. Fuller 

Company; Mast-A-Fab. 
b. Vimasco Corporation; Elastafab 894. 

2.08 FIELD-APPLIED JACKETS 
A. Field-applied jackets shall comply with ASTM C 921, Type I, unless otherwise indicated. 
B. Aluminum Jacket:  Comply with ASTM B 209, Alloy 3003, 3005, 3105, or 5005, Temper H-14. 

1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the following: 
a. Childers Brand, Specialty Construction Brands, Inc., a business of H. B. Fuller 

Company; Metal Jacketing Systems. 
b. ITW Insulation Systems; Aluminum and Stainless Steel Jacketing. 
c. RPR Products, Inc.; Insul-Mate. 

2. Factory cut and rolled to size. 
3. Finish and thickness are indicated in field-applied jacket schedules. 
4. Moisture Barrier for Outdoor Applications:  3-mil-thick, heat-bonded polyethylene and 

kraft paper. 
5. Factory-Fabricated Fitting Covers: 

a. Same material, finish, and thickness as jacket. 
b. Preformed 2-piece or gore, 45- and 90-degree, short- and long-radius elbows. 
c. Tee covers. 
d. Flange and union covers. 
e. End caps. 
f. Beveled collars. 
g. Valve covers. 
h. Field fabricate fitting covers only if factory-fabricated fitting covers are not 

available. 
C. PVC Jacket: High-impact-resistant, UV-resistant PVC complying with ASTM D 1784, 

Class 16354-C; thickness as scheduled; roll stock ready for shop or field cutting and forming. 
Thickness is indicated in field-applied jacket schedules. 
1. Products: Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the following: 

a. Johns Manville; Zeston. 
b. P.I.C. Plastics, Inc.; FG Series. 
c. Proto Corporation; LoSmoke. 
d. Speedline Corporation; SmokeSafe. 

2. Adhesive: As recommended by jacket material manufacturer. 
3. Color:  White. 
4. Factory-fabricated fitting covers to match jacket if available; otherwise, field fabricate. 

a. Shapes: 45- and 90-degree, short- and long-radius elbows, tees, valves, flanges, 
unions, reducers, end caps, soil-pipe hubs, traps, mechanical joints, and P-trap and 
supply covers for lavatories. 
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2.09 TAPES 
A. ASJ Tape:  White vapor-retarder tape matching factory-applied jacket with acrylic adhesive, 

complying with ASTM C 1136. 
1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the following: 

a. ABI, Ideal Tape Division; 428 AWF ASJ. 
b. Avery Dennison Corporation, Specialty Tapes Division; Fasson 0836. 
c. Compac Corporation; 104 and 105. 
d. Venture Tape; 1540 CW Plus, 1542 CW Plus, and 1542 CW Plus/SQ. 

2. Width:  3 inches. 
3. Thickness:  11.5 mils. 
4. Adhesion:  90 ounces force/inch in width. 
5. Elongation:  2 percent. 
6. Tensile Strength:  40 lbf/inch in width. 
7. ASJ Tape Disks and Squares:  Precut disks or squares of ASJ tape. 

2.10 SECUREMENTS 
A. Aluminum Bands:  ASTM B 209, Alloy 3003, 3005, 3105, or 5005; Temper H-14, 0.020 inch 

thick, 1/2 inch wide with wing seal or closed seal. 
1. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, products that may be incorporated 

into the Work include, but are not limited to, the following: 
a. ITW Insulation Systems; Gerrard Strapping and Seals. 
b. RPR Products, Inc.; Insul-Mate Strapping, Seals, and Springs. 

B. Staples:  Outward-clinching insulation staples, nominal 3/4-inch-wide, stainless steel or Monel. 
C. Wire:  0.062-inch soft-annealed, stainless steel. 

1. Manufacturers:  Subject to compliance with requirements, available manufacturers 
offering products that may be incorporated into the Work include, but are not limited to, 
the following: 
a. C & F Wire. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 
3.01 PREPARATION 

A. Surface Preparation:  Clean and dry surfaces to receive insulation.  Remove materials that will 
adversely affect insulation application. 

B. Coordinate insulation installation with the trade installing heat tracing.  Comply with 
requirements for heat tracing that apply to insulation. 

C. Mix insulating cements with clean potable water; if insulating cements are to be in contact with 
stainless-steel surfaces, use demineralized water. 

3.02 GENERAL INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS 
A. Install insulation materials, accessories, and finishes with smooth, straight, and even surfaces; 

free of voids throughout the length of piping including fittings, valves, and specialties. 
B. Install insulation materials, forms, vapor barriers or retarders, jackets, and thicknesses required 

for each item of pipe system as specified in insulation system schedules. 
C. Install accessories compatible with insulation materials and suitable for the service.  Install 

accessories that do not corrode, soften, or otherwise attack insulation or jacket in either wet or 
dry state. 

D. Install insulation with longitudinal seams at top and bottom of horizontal runs. 
E. Install multiple layers of insulation with longitudinal and end seams staggered. 
F. Do not weld brackets, clips, or other attachment devices to piping, fittings, and specialties. 
G. Keep insulation materials dry during application and finishing. 
H. Install insulation with tight longitudinal seams and end joints.  Bond seams and joints with 

adhesive recommended by insulation material manufacturer. 
I. Install insulation with least number of joints practical. 
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J. Where vapor barrier is indicated, seal joints, seams, and penetrations in insulation at hangers, 
supports, anchors, and other projections with vapor-barrier mastic. 
1. Install insulation continuously through hangers and around anchor attachments. 
2. For insulation application where vapor barriers are indicated, extend insulation on anchor 

legs from point of attachment to supported item to point of attachment to structure.  Taper 
and seal ends at attachment to structure with vapor-barrier mastic. 

3. Install insert materials and install insulation to tightly join the insert.  Seal insulation to 
insulation inserts with adhesive or sealing compound recommended by insulation 
material manufacturer. 

4. Cover inserts with jacket material matching adjacent pipe insulation.  Install shields over 
jacket, arranged to protect jacket from tear or puncture by hanger, support, and shield. 

K. Apply adhesives, mastics, and sealants at manufacturer's recommended coverage rate and wet 
and dry film thicknesses. 

L. Install insulation with factory-applied jackets as follows: 
1. Draw jacket tight and smooth. 
2. Cover circumferential joints with 3-inch- wide strips, of same material as insulation 

jacket.  Secure strips with adhesive and outward clinching staples along both edges of 
strip, spaced 4 inches o.c. 

3. Overlap jacket longitudinal seams at least 1-1/2 inches.  Install insulation with 
longitudinal seams at bottom of pipe.  Clean and dry surface to receive self-sealing lap.  
Staple laps with outward clinching staples along edge at 2 inches o.c. 
a. For below-ambient services, apply vapor-barrier mastic over staples. 

4. Cover joints and seams with tape, according to insulation material manufacturer's written 
instructions, to maintain vapor seal. 

5. Where vapor barriers are indicated, apply vapor-barrier mastic on seams and joints and at 
ends adjacent to pipe flanges and fittings. 

M. Cut insulation in a manner to avoid compressing insulation more than 75 percent of its nominal 
thickness. 

N. Finish installation with systems at operating conditions.  Repair joint separations and cracking 
due to thermal movement. 

O. Repair damaged insulation facings by applying same facing material over damaged areas.  
Extend patches at least 4 inches beyond damaged areas.  Adhere, staple, and seal patches similar 
to butt joints. 

P. For above-ambient services, do not install insulation to the following: 
1. Vibration-control devices. 
2. Testing agency labels and stamps. 
3. Nameplates and data plates. 
4. Manholes. 
5. Handholes. 
6. Cleanouts. 

3.03 PENETRATIONS 
A. Insulation Installation at Roof Penetrations:  Install insulation continuously through roof 

penetrations. 
1. Seal penetrations with flashing sealant. 
2. For applications requiring only indoor insulation, terminate insulation above roof surface 

and seal with joint sealant.  For applications requiring indoor and outdoor insulation, 
install insulation for outdoor applications tightly joined to indoor insulation ends.  Seal 
joint with joint sealant. 

3. Extend jacket of outdoor insulation outside roof flashing at least 2 inches below top of 
roof flashing. 

4. Seal jacket to roof flashing with flashing sealant. 
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B. Insulation Installation at Underground Exterior Wall Penetrations:  Terminate insulation flush 
with sleeve seal.  Seal terminations with flashing sealant. 

C. Insulation Installation at Aboveground Exterior Wall Penetrations:  Install insulation 
continuously through wall penetrations. 
1. Seal penetrations with flashing sealant. 
2. For applications requiring only indoor insulation, terminate insulation inside wall surface 

and seal with joint sealant.  For applications requiring indoor and outdoor insulation, 
install insulation for outdoor applications tightly joined to indoor insulation ends.  Seal 
joint with joint sealant. 

3. Extend jacket of outdoor insulation outside wall flashing and overlap wall flashing at 
least 2 inches. 

4. Seal jacket to wall flashing with flashing sealant. 
D. Insulation Installation at Interior Wall and Partition Penetrations (That Are Not Fire Rated):  

Install insulation continuously through walls and partitions. 
E. Insulation Installation at Fire-Rated Wall and Partition Penetrations:  Install insulation 

continuously through penetrations of fire-rated walls and partitions. 
1. Comply with requirements in Section 078413 "Penetration Firestopping" for firestopping 

and fire-resistive joint sealers. 
F. Insulation Installation at Floor Penetrations: 

1. Pipe:  Install insulation continuously through floor penetrations. 
2. Seal penetrations through fire-rated assemblies.  Comply with requirements in 

Section 078413 "Penetration Firestopping." 
3.04 GENERAL PIPE INSULATION INSTALLATION 

A. Requirements in this article generally apply to all insulation materials except where more 
specific requirements are specified in various pipe insulation material installation articles. 

B. Insulation Installation on Fittings, Valves, Strainers, Flanges, and Unions: 
1. Install insulation over fittings, valves, strainers, flanges, unions, and other specialties with 

continuous thermal and vapor-retarder integrity unless otherwise indicated. 
2. Insulate pipe elbows using preformed fitting insulation or mitered fittings made from 

same material and density as adjacent pipe insulation.  Each piece shall be butted tightly 
against adjoining piece and bonded with adhesive.  Fill joints, seams, voids, and irregular 
surfaces with insulating cement finished to a smooth, hard, and uniform contour that is 
uniform with adjoining pipe insulation. 

3. Insulate tee fittings with preformed fitting insulation or sectional pipe insulation of same 
material and thickness as used for adjacent pipe.  Cut sectional pipe insulation to fit.  Butt 
each section closely to the next and hold in place with tie wire.  Bond pieces with 
adhesive. 

4. Insulate valves using preformed fitting insulation or sectional pipe insulation of same 
material, density, and thickness as used for adjacent pipe.  Overlap adjoining pipe 
insulation by not less than two times the thickness of pipe insulation, or one pipe 
diameter, whichever is thicker.  For valves, insulate up to and including the bonnets, 
valve stuffing-box studs, bolts, and nuts.  Fill joints, seams, and irregular surfaces with 
insulating cement. 

5. Insulate strainers using preformed fitting insulation or sectional pipe insulation of same 
material, density, and thickness as used for adjacent pipe.  Overlap adjoining pipe 
insulation by not less than two times the thickness of pipe insulation, or one pipe 
diameter, whichever is thicker.  Fill joints, seams, and irregular surfaces with insulating 
cement.  Insulate strainers so strainer basket flange or plug can be easily removed and 
replaced without damaging the insulation and jacket.  Provide a removable reusable 
insulation cover.  For below-ambient services, provide a design that maintains vapor 
barrier. 
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6. Insulate flanges and unions using a section of oversized preformed pipe insulation.  
Overlap adjoining pipe insulation by not less than two times the thickness of pipe 
insulation, or one pipe diameter, whichever is thicker. 

7. Cover segmented insulated surfaces with a layer of finishing cement and coat with a 
mastic.  Install vapor-barrier mastic for below-ambient services and a breather mastic for 
above-ambient services.  Reinforce the mastic with fabric-reinforcing mesh.  Trowel the 
mastic to a smooth and well-shaped contour. 

8. For services not specified to receive a field-applied jacket except for flexible elastomeric 
and polyolefin, install fitted PVC cover over elbows, tees, strainers, valves, flanges, and 
unions.  Terminate ends with PVC end caps.  Tape PVC covers to adjoining insulation 
facing using PVC tape. 

9. Stencil or label the outside insulation jacket of each union with the word "union."  Match 
size and color of pipe labels. 

C. Insulate instrument connections for thermometers, pressure gages, pressure temperature taps, 
test connections, flow meters, sensors, switches, and transmitters on insulated pipes.  Shape 
insulation at these connections by tapering it to and around the connection with insulating 
cement and finish with finishing cement, mastic, and flashing sealant. 

D. Insulate FTU box reheat coil exterior piping manifold and U-bends. 
E. Install removable insulation covers at locations indicated.  Installation shall conform to the 

following: 
1. Make removable flange and union insulation from sectional pipe insulation of same 

thickness as that on adjoining pipe.  Install same insulation jacket as adjoining pipe 
insulation. 

2. When flange and union covers are made from sectional pipe insulation, extend insulation 
from flanges or union long at least two times the insulation thickness over adjacent pipe 
insulation on each side of flange or union.  Secure flange cover in place with stainless-
steel or aluminum bands.  Select band material compatible with insulation and jacket. 

3. Construct removable valve insulation covers in same manner as for flanges, except divide 
the two-part section on the vertical center line of valve body. 

4. When covers are made from block insulation, make two halves, each consisting of 
mitered blocks wired to stainless-steel fabric.  Secure this wire frame, with its attached 
insulation, to flanges with tie wire.  Extend insulation at least 2 inches over adjacent pipe 
insulation on each side of valve.  Fill space between flange or union cover and pipe 
insulation with insulating cement.  Finish cover assembly with insulating cement applied 
in two coats.  After first coat is dry, apply and trowel second coat to a smooth finish. 

5. Unless a PVC jacket is indicated in field-applied jacket schedules, finish exposed 
surfaces with a metal jacket. 

3.05 INSTALLATION OF FLEXIBLE ELASTOMERIC INSULATION 
A. Seal longitudinal seams and end joints with manufacturer's recommended adhesive to eliminate 

openings in insulation that allow passage of air to surface being insulated. 
B. Insulation Installation on Pipe Flanges: 

1. Install pipe insulation to outer diameter of pipe flange. 
2. Make width of insulation section same as overall width of flange and bolts, plus twice the 

thickness of pipe insulation. 
3. Fill voids between inner circumference of flange insulation and outer circumference of 

adjacent straight pipe segments with cut sections of sheet insulation of same thickness as 
pipe insulation. 

4. Secure insulation to flanges and seal seams with manufacturer's recommended adhesive 
to eliminate openings in insulation that allow passage of air to surface being insulated. 

C. Insulation Installation on Pipe Fittings and Elbows: 
1. Install mitered sections of pipe insulation. 
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2. Secure insulation materials and seal seams with manufacturer's recommended adhesive to 
eliminate openings in insulation that allow passage of air to surface being insulated. 

D. Insulation Installation on Valves and Pipe Specialties: 
1. Install preformed valve covers manufactured of same material as pipe insulation when 

available. 
2. When preformed valve covers are not available, install cut sections of pipe and sheet 

insulation to valve body.  Arrange insulation to permit access to packing and to allow 
valve operation without disturbing insulation. 

3. Install insulation to flanges as specified for flange insulation application. 
4. Secure insulation to valves and specialties and seal seams with manufacturer's 

recommended adhesive to eliminate openings in insulation that allow passage of air to 
surface being insulated. 

3.06 INSTALLATION OF MINERAL-FIBER PREFORMED PIPE INSULATION 
A. Insulation Installation on Straight Pipes and Tubes: 

1. Secure each layer of preformed pipe insulation to pipe with wire or bands and tighten 
bands without deforming insulation materials. 

2. Where vapor barriers are indicated, seal longitudinal seams, end joints, and protrusions 
with vapor-barrier mastic and joint sealant. 

3. For insulation with factory-applied jackets on above-ambient surfaces, secure laps with 
outward-clinched staples at 6 inches o.c. 

4. For insulation with factory-applied jackets on below-ambient surfaces, do not staple 
longitudinal tabs.  Instead, secure tabs with additional adhesive as recommended by 
insulation material manufacturer and seal with vapor-barrier mastic and flashing sealant. 

B. Insulation Installation on Pipe Flanges: 
1. Install preformed pipe insulation to outer diameter of pipe flange. 
2. Make width of insulation section same as overall width of flange and bolts, plus twice the 

thickness of pipe insulation. 
3. Fill voids between inner circumference of flange insulation and outer circumference of 

adjacent straight pipe segments with mineral-fiber blanket insulation. 
4. Install jacket material with manufacturer's recommended adhesive, overlap seams at least 

1 inch, and seal joints with flashing sealant. 
C. Insulation Installation on Pipe Fittings and Elbows: 

1. Install preformed sections of same material as straight segments of pipe insulation when 
available. 

2. When preformed insulation elbows and fittings are not available, install mitered sections 
of pipe insulation, to a thickness equal to adjoining pipe insulation.  Secure insulation 
materials with wire or bands. 

D. Insulation Installation on Valves and Pipe Specialties: 
1. Install preformed sections of same material as straight segments of pipe insulation when 

available. 
2. When preformed sections are not available, install mitered sections of pipe insulation to 

valve body. 
3. Arrange insulation to permit access to packing and to allow valve operation without 

disturbing insulation. 
4. Install insulation to flanges as specified for flange insulation application. 

3.07 FIELD-APPLIED JACKET INSTALLATION 
A. Where FSK jackets are indicated, install as follows: 

1. Draw jacket material smooth and tight. 
2. Install lap or joint strips with same material as jacket. 
3. Secure jacket to insulation with manufacturer's recommended adhesive. 
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4. Install jacket with 1-1/2-inch laps at longitudinal seams and 3-inch-wide joint strips at 
end joints. 

5. Seal openings, punctures, and breaks in vapor-retarder jackets and exposed insulation 
with vapor-barrier mastic. 

B. Where PVC jackets are indicated, install with 1-inch overlap at longitudinal seams and end 
joints; for horizontal applications.  Seal with manufacturer's recommended adhesive. 
1. Apply two continuous beads of adhesive to seams and joints, one bead under lap and the 

finish bead along seam and joint edge. 
C. Where metal jackets are indicated, install with 2-inch overlap at longitudinal seams and end 

joints.  Overlap longitudinal seams arranged to shed water.  Seal end joints with weatherproof 
sealant recommended by insulation manufacturer.  Secure jacket with stainless-steel bands 12 
inches o.c. and at end joints. 

3.08 FINISHES 
A. Do not field paint aluminum or stainless-steel jackets. 

3.09 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 
A. Perform tests and inspections. 
B. Tests and Inspections: 

1. Inspect pipe, fittings, strainers, and valves, randomly selected by Architect, by removing 
field-applied jacket and insulation in layers in reverse order of their installation.  Extent 
of inspection shall be limited to three locations of straight pipe, three locations of 
threaded fittings, three locations of welded fittings, two locations of threaded strainers, 
two locations of welded strainers, three locations of threaded valves, and three locations 
of flanged valves for each pipe service defined in the "Piping Insulation Schedule, 
General" Article. 

C. All insulation applications will be considered defective Work if sample inspection reveals 
noncompliance with requirements. 

3.10 PIPING INSULATION SCHEDULE, GENERAL 
A. Acceptable preformed pipe and tubular insulation materials and thicknesses are identified for 

each piping system and pipe size range.  If more than one material is listed for a piping system, 
selection from materials listed is Contractor's option. 

3.11 INDOOR PIPING INSULATION SCHEDULE 
A. Refrigerant Suction and Hot-Gas Piping:  Flexible elastomeric or Mineral-fiber, preformed pipe 

insulation, 1 inch thick. 
B. Refrigerant Suction and Hot-Gas Flexible Tubing:  Flexible elastomeric, 1 inch thick. 
C. Condensate pipe above ceiling: Flexible elastomeric, 1 inch thick. 

3.12 OUTDOOR, ABOVEGROUND PIPING INSULATION SCHEDULE 
A. Refrigerant Suction and Hot-Gas Piping:  Insulation shall be the following: 

1. Flexible Elastomeric:  2 inches thick. 
2. Mineral-Fiber, Preformed Pipe Insulation, Type I:  2 inches thick. 

B. Refrigerant Suction and Hot-Gas Flexible Tubing:  Insulation shall be the following: 
1. Flexible Elastomeric:  2 inches thick. 

3.13 OUTDOOR, FIELD-APPLIED JACKET SCHEDULE 
A. Install jacket over insulation material.  For insulation with factory-applied jacket, install the 

field-applied jacket over the factory-applied jacket. 
B. If more than one material is listed, selection from materials listed is Contractor's option. 
C. Piping, Exposed: 

1. Aluminum, Smooth:  0.016 inch thick. 
3.14 INDOOR, FIELD-APPLIED JACKET SCHEDULE 

A. Install jacket over insulation material. For exposed insulation with factory-applied jacket, install 
the field-applied jacket over the factory-applied jacket.   

B. Field applied jacket is not required for concealed insulation with factory-applied jacket. 
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C. If more than one material is listed, selection from materials listed is Contractor's option. 
D. Piping, Exposed (includes piping located in Mechanical Rooms):  

1. PVC:  30 mils thick. 

END OF SECTION  
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SECTION 230900 INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROL FOR HVAC 

PART 1: GENERAL 
1.01 SECTION INCLUDES 

A. System Manager 
B. VAV Zone Controllers 
C. Room Temperature Sensors for VAV 
D. Rooftop Unit Controllers 
E. Generic I/O Device 
F. BACnet Thermostat 

1.02 SUMMARY 
A. The System Manager gives building owners access to manage their building’s HVAC 

system.   The operator can make schedule changes, adjust setpoints, trend data, and 
manage alarms.  Custom control sequences and alarms can be created for building 
specific controls requirements.  Owners and maintenance personnel can ensure the 
comfort of the occupants through the local touch screen interface or through a remote 
computer using a standard web browser when panel is connected to the buildings local 
network.   

1.03 SUBMITTALS 
A. Product Data 

1. Manufacturer's technical data for each control device furnished. 
2. Manufacturer’s Installation Instructions. 

B. Shop Drawings:  
1. Diagrams for all required electrical and control wiring clearly differentiating 

between factory-installed and field-installed wiring. 

PART 2: PRODUCTS 
2.01 MANUFACTURER 

A. Basis of Design 
1. Daikin Applied 

2.02 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
A. Factory commissioning 

1. Daikin Applied Air handler and VAV zone controllers shall be installed and 
commissioned at the factory with pre-set addresses and job specific control 
parameters 

2. Daikin Applied I/O and loop water manager shall be programmed and addressed 
at the factory and configured in the field 

3. Job specific device lists, custom tags, system relationships, and schedule groups 
shall be pre-loaded into System Manager from the factory to diminish on site 
programming 

B. Communications 
1. All unit and system level controls shall be provided with BACnet MSTP 

communication protocol.  Systems and equipment using a proprietary 
communications protocol shall be excluded from this bid. 

 
2. System manager shall be equipped with IP port to provide browser based access 

to system.   
a. Remote access will be accomplished by use of the building LAN.  

Building owner shall provide static IP address for internet or local intranet 
for this purpose 

b. Access shall be security enabled by means of: 
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i. Standard Windows 7 Embedded firewall and compatible secuirty 
programs 

ii. Application login requirement 
c. Remote interface shall have the exact same look and feel as the local user 

interface. 
3. System Manager shall regularly scan the network for new or missing devices 

a. Communication errors with existing or configured devices shall be 
reported as system alarms and be indicated on the display 

b. Additional BACnet devices that are discovered shall be indicated on the 
system panel interface automatically 

4. System Manager PC shall automatically integrate to Daikin Applied equipment 
and BACnet thermostats, equipment property pages shall be pre-configured for 
these devices 

5. System shall be capable of integrating 3rd party BACnet/MSTP devices and 
device property pages shall be capable of being configured on site 

C. The system shall be designed in such a way that all HVAC equipment included are 
configured and capable of stand alone operation through the use of their onboard DDC 
controllers independant of the system level controls and panels 

2.03 SYSTEM MANAGER 
A. System Manager PC 

1. A PC with Windows 7 Embedded OS and integral BACnet communications card 
shall be provided 

2. LED indicators shall provide clear status of both BACnet network and PC 
communication 

3. VGA, HDMI, and USB ports shall be available for touchscreen connectivity and 
connection of peripheral devices such as USB mouse, keyboard, or external file 
storage devices 

B. Touch screen display 
1. A 15.6” projective capacitive touch monitor shall be provided with minimum 

1366 x 768 resolution for user interface with the System Manager PC. 
2. User interface shall be icon and menu driven browser based control for easy 

operation 
3. Users shall have access to view or manage schedules, alarms, trend information, 

setpoints, building configuration depending on the security level of the user. 
4. User shall have ability to edit or delete system components depending on the 

security level of the user. 
5. System manager shall have the ability to store Portable Document Format (PDF) 

files and display them through the user interface 
C. Wall mount 

1. An adapter bracket that is appropriate to hold the System Manager PC and 
touchscreen shall be provided to allow components to be mounted on an interior 
wall. 

D. Schedules (depending on the security level of the user) 
1. User shall have ability to: 

a. Manage, add, and delete individual and group schedules  
b. Add exception schedules (holidays)  
c. Allow more than one occupancy period per day 
d. Reassign devices to existing groups or new groups  

E. Alarms (depending on the security level of the user) 
1. User shall have ability to view acknowledge, or clear alarms. 
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2. User shall have ability to set up alarm notifications via email or text messaging 
through system panel 

3. User shall have the ability to create custom alarms based on job specific 
requirements 

F. Setpoints (depending on the security level of the user) 
1. User shall have the ability to adjust all parameters of the unit controllers that are 

available through the BACnet communications interface 
G. Unit Controller Properties Access (depending on the security level of the user) 

1. User shall have the ability to change all configuration parameters of the AHU 
unit controllers available through BACnet, including: 
a. Discharge temperature setpoints 
b. Duct pressure setpoints 
c. Fan control setpoints 
d. Enable, disable, or limit heating or cooling capacities 
e. Outside air damper minimum position 
f. Occupied and unoccupied control temperature setpoints 
g. Minimum discharge setpoints 

2. User shall have the ability to change all configuration parameters of the VAV 
terminal units available through BACnet, including: 
a. Min and max airflow setpoints 
b. Zone heating or cooling setpoints 
c. Min/Max allowable zone setpoint restrictions 
d. Occupancy override time  
e. Damper position override 
f. Control parameters, including 

i. Stage timers 
ii. Deadbands 
iii. Flow coefficient 
iv. Tuning parameters 

H. Trending (depending on the security level of the user) 
1. System controller shall automatically maintain trend logs of key information, 

including (depending on equipment provided) 
a. Room temperature 
b. Air Volume 
c. Heat/Cool status 
d. Occupancy 
e. Damper position 
f. Air handler status 
g. Discharge temperature 
h. Return temperature 
i. Outside air temperature 
j. Duct pressure 
k. Cooling capacity 
l. Heating capacity 
m. Economizer capacity 
n. Fan speed 

2. User shall have the ability to customize trend information by 
a. Adding additional or remove existing trend data points, limited only by the 

points available through BACnet 
b. Adjusting trending refresh intervals for any data point 
c. Specifying length of time trend data is retained 
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3. User shall have the ability to graph trend information on System Manager user 
interface.  Up to 5 points shall be able to be displayed at one time with up to two 
different unit types 

4. User shall have the ability to export trend information from a remote location and 
information shall be provided as a comma separated values file.  Information in 
the file shall include point name, date/time stamp, and value for each logged 
trend interval 

I. Ancillary Control (depending on the security level of the user) 
1. Depending on their security level, users shall have the ability to create custom 

control sequences for job specific requirements, including 
a. Basic logical control statements 
b. Scheduling outputs 
c. Utilizing voting logic 
d. Monitoring analog and digital inputs 
e. Controlling analog or digital ouptuts based on system information 
f. Create custom system alarms 

J. Pre-programmed System Logic Sequences 
1. Duct pressure reset - System shall have the ability to optimize air handler energy 

usage by automatically adjusting its duct pressure setpoint based on zone damper 
positions 

2. Supply air temperature reset - System shall have the ability to optimize air 
handler energy usage by automatically adjusting its discharge air temperature 
setpoint based on outside air temperature. 

3. Depending on security level, the user shall have the ability to customize these 
controls by 
a. Enabling or disabling 
b. Identify rouge zones to be left out of algorithms 

K. Application Security 
1. Security shall have a minimum of 5 levels of access, including Guest, Tenant, 

Maintenance, Owner, and Commission. 
2. Users shall have the appropriate permissions to add additional users and manage 

passwords. 
3. Access to visibility and adjustment of certain system functions and unit 

parameters shall be limited based on the log in access level of the user.  
L. Communications  

1. Downstream communications to unit controllers shall be BACnet MS/TP with a 
capacity to  manage up to 120 BACnet/MSTP capable devices  

2. IP port shall provide security enabled access by a remote computer or smart 
phone when connected to a local area network, DSL or cable modem. 
a. Remote computer will access and view system and unit controller 

information using a standard browser  
b. Systems that require custom graphics or proprietary software to be loaded 

for remote access will not be allowed 
2.04 VAV AIR TERMINAL UNIT CONTROLLERS  

A. VAV Air Terminal Units shall have a factory mounted BACnet MS/TP DDC controller 
designed to support the following pressure independent terminal boxes types as a 
minimum 
1. VAV cooling only 
2. VAV with hot water or electric reheat 
3. Fan-powered series or parallel VAV  
4. Fan-powered series or parallel VAV with hot water or electric reheat 
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B. All VAV terminal control applications shall be field-selectable such that a single 
controller may be used in conjunction with any of the above types of terminal units to 
perform the specified sequences of control.  

C. Controllers shall be ship from the factory with unique devices instances and MAC 
addresses on each unit controller 

D. Controllers shall ship from the factory, pre-wired and configured for their specific 
application and zone.  Zone specific tagging, min/max flow setpoints, primary inlet 
size, and reheat type shall be preprogrammed to ensure plug and play operation.    

E. Unit controllers shall be capable of providing standalone zone control 
2.05 ROOM TEMPERATURE SENSORS FOR VAV-ATU CONTROLLERS  

A. All sensors will provide the following: 
1. RJ-11 connection allowing laptop connection for commissioning and servicing 

the controller.  
2. The room units to be wired with six-conductor phone cables and standard RJ-11 

connectors to the VAV-ATU controllers. 
B. Optional features shall include: 

 
1. Digital display providing simultaneous of current temperature to one decimal 

place and day/night operation status. 
2. Configurable Display Features: 

a. Room temperature display on or off 
b. Degrees Fahrenheit or Celsius. 
c. Graphical or alpha numeric setpoint display. 

3. Override button: The override button allows an occupant to change to an 
occupied control schedule during the unoccupied cycle for a predetermined time 
period as defined by the controller. Occupancy graphic is shown on the display 
during occupied time periods. 

2.06 APPLIED AIR HANDLER UNIT CONTROLLERS 
A. All units shall be equipped with unit controllers and BACnet MS/TP Communication 

modules. 
B. Communication module shall be pre-programmed with unit specific device instance 

and MAC address. 
C. Unit controllers shall come with setpoints pre-configured in the factory for use with the 

System Manager 
D. Unit controllers shall be capable of providing standalone operation of air handler 

2.07 I/O MANAGER 
A. Shall have configurable analog inputs and outputs 

1. Configurable inputs must be capable of accepting the following types of signals 
a. Current (0-25ma) 
b. Voltage (0-10 volts) 
c. Thermistor (NI1000, PT1000, I-R2500, NTC10K, or NTC100K) 

2. Configurable outputs must be capable of sending the following types of signals 
a. Current (0-25ma) 
b. Voltage (0-10 volts) 

B. Shall have a minimum of: 
1. Six digital inputs 

a. Two dry contacts 
b. Two 24 VAC inputs 
c. Two 115 VAC inputs 

2. Three dedicated thermistor inputs (NTC10K or NTC100K) 
3. Three configurable analog inputs 
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4. Four configurable analog outputs 
5. One dedicated voltage (0-10 volt) analog output 
6. Ten digital outputs 

a. Six normally open contacts 
b. Two switching relays 
c. Two triac outputs (24 VAC) 

C. I/O Manager shall be capable of controlling analog outputs through an internal PID 
control 

D. I/O Manager shall be capable of being monitored and controlled through the touch 
screen System Manager  

 
2.08 BACNET THERMOSTATS 

A. Networked thermostats shall be capable of communicating through the network and to 
the System Manager via standard BACnet/MSTP communication protocol 

B. Networked thermostats shall be capable of being wired to 3rd party electromechanical 
equipment with standard thermostat connections 

C. Networked thermostats shall provide the following minimum read only integration 
points: 
1. Local zone temperature 
2. Remote zone temperature 

3. Mode 
D. Networked thermostats shall provide the following network adjustable read/write 

integration points: 
1. Occupied heating and cooling zone temperature setpoints 
2. Unoccupied heating and cooling zone temperature setpoints 
3. Occupancy 
4. Fan status 
5. Heating capacity status 
6. Cooling capacity status 

PART 3: EXECUTION 
3.01 INSTALLATION 

A. Install System Manager, unit controllers and equipment described herein and according 
to manufacturer’s requirements, certified drawings and contract documents. 

B. Equipment and control panels shall be installed with adequate access and power as 
specified on the drawings. 

C. Install all communication wiring per BACnet® MSTP communications wiring per 
BACnet standards, according to manufacturer’s requirements, certified drawings and 
contract documents. 

D. Coordinate electrical installation and communications wiring with electrical and/or 
mechanical contractor. 

E. Provide all material required to verify a fully operational MicroTech Integrated System 
as specified herein and/or as shown in the drawings. 

F. Control panels, including the System Manager, and IO Manager shall be installed in a 
conditioned area within the building envelope. 

3.02 START-UP AND COMMISSIONING 
A. The System Manager PC shall be pre-programmed with tagging and addressing of all 

system components, such as air handlers, VAVs, etc.  All system relationships shall be 
pre-established from the factory. 

B. All Rooftops shall be installed and commissioned prior to the start-up and 
commissioning of the MicroTech Integrated System. 
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C. VAV Air terminal units shall be provided with adequate access, power and 
communications wiring installed as specified on the drawings prior to the start-up and 
commissioning of the MicroTech Integrated System. 

D. Rooftop and VAV Air terminal unit start-up and commissioning shall be the 
responsibility of manufacturer authorized service agency. 

3.03 WARRANTY 
A. All control components, including the System Manager and IO Manager panels shall be 

free of defect in material and workmanship and will be supported by Daikin Applied’s 
Limited Product Warranty policy for a period of one year from startup or up to 18 
months from ship date. 

END OF SECTION 
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SECTION 23 31 13 

METAL DUCTS 

PART 1 - GENERAL 
1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 
Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.02 SUMMARY 
A. Section Includes: 

1. Single-wall rectangular ducts and fittings. 
2. Single-wall round ducts and fittings. 
3. Duct liner. 
4. Sheet metal materials. 
5. Sealants and gaskets. 
6. Hangers and supports. 

1.03 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 
A. Delegated Duct Design: Duct construction, including sheet metal thicknesses, seam and joint 

construction, reinforcements, and hangers and supports, shall comply with SMACNA's "HVAC 
Duct Construction Standards - Metal and Flexible" and performance requirements and design 
criteria indicated in "Duct Schedule" Article. 

B. Structural Performance: Duct hangers and supports shall withstand the effects of gravity and 
seismic loads and stresses within limits and under conditions described in SMACNA's "HVAC 
Duct Construction Standards - Metal and Flexible" 

C. Airstream Surfaces: Surfaces in contact with the airstream shall comply with requirements in 
ASHRAE 62.1. 

1.04 ACTION SUBMITTALS 
A. Product Data: For each type of the following products: 

1. Liners and adhesives. 
2. Sealants and gaskets. 
3. Double-wall ducts and fittings. 

B. Shop Drawings: 
1. Fabrication, assembly, and installation, including plans, elevations, sections, components, 

and attachments to other work. 
2. Factory- and shop-fabricated ducts and fittings. 
3. Duct layout indicating sizes, configuration, liner material, and static-pressure classes. 
4. Elevation of top of ducts. 
5. Dimensions of main duct runs from building grid lines. 
6. Fittings. 
7. Reinforcement and spacing. 
8. Seam and joint construction. 
9. Penetrations through fire-rated and other partitions. 
10. Equipment installation based on equipment being used on Project. 
11. Locations for duct accessories, including dampers, turning vanes, and access doors and 

panels. 
12. Hangers and supports, including methods for duct and building attachment and vibration 

isolation. 
C. Delegated-Design Submittal: 

1. Sheet metal thicknesses. 
2. Joint and seam construction and sealing. 
3. Reinforcement details and spacing. 
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4. Materials, fabrication, assembly, and spacing of hangers and supports. 
5. Design Calculations: Calculations for selecting hangers and supports. 

1.05 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 
A. Coordination Drawings: Refer to Section 013112 – Coordination Drawings. 
B. Welding certificates. 
C. Field quality-control reports. 

1.06 QUALITY ASSURANCE 
A. Welding Qualifications: Qualify procedures and personnel according to AWS D1.1/D1.1M, 

"Structural Welding Code - Steel," for hangers and supports. 
B. ASHRAE Compliance: Applicable requirements in ASHRAE 62.1, Section 5 - "Systems and 

Equipment" and Section 7 - "Construction and System Start-up." 
C. ASHRAE/IESNA Compliance: Applicable requirements in ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1, 

Section 6.4.4 - "HVAC System Construction and Insulation." 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 
2.01 SINGLE-WALL RECTANGULAR DUCTS AND FITTINGS 

A. General Fabrication Requirements: Comply with SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction 
Standards - Metal and Flexible" based on indicated static-pressure class unless otherwise 
indicated. 

B. Transverse Joints: Select joint types and fabricate according to SMACNA's "HVAC Duct 
Construction Standards - Metal and Flexible," Figure 2-1, "Rectangular Duct/Transverse 
Joints," for static-pressure class, applicable sealing requirements, materials involved, duct-
support intervals, and other provisions in SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction Standards - 
Metal and Flexible." 

C. Longitudinal Seams: Select seam types and fabricate according to SMACNA's "HVAC Duct 
Construction Standards - Metal and Flexible," Figure 2-2, "Rectangular Duct/Longitudinal 
Seams," for static-pressure class, applicable sealing requirements, materials involved, duct-
support intervals, and other provisions in SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction Standards - 
Metal and Flexible." 

D. Elbows, Transitions, Offsets, Branch Connections, and Other Duct Construction: Select types 
and fabricate according to SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction Standards - Metal and 
Flexible," Chapter 4, "Fittings and Other Construction," for static-pressure class, applicable 
sealing requirements, materials involved, duct-support intervals, and other provisions in 
SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction Standards - Metal and Flexible." 

E. Pittsburgh locks required for all longitudinal seams. 
2.02 SINGLE-WALL ROUND DUCTS AND FITTINGS 

A. General Fabrication Requirements: Comply with SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction 
Standards - Metal and Flexible," Chapter 3, "Round, Oval, and Flexible Duct," based on 
indicated static-pressure class unless otherwise indicated. 
1. Manufacturers: Subject to compliance with requirements, provide products by one of the 

following: 
a. Lindab Inc. 
b. McGill AirFlow LLC. 
c. SEMCO Incorporated. 
d. Sheet Metal Connectors, Inc. 
e. Spiral Manufacturing Co., Inc. 

B. Flat-Oval Ducts: Indicated dimensions are the duct width (major dimension) and diameter of the 
round sides connecting the flat portions of the duct (minor dimension). 

C. Transverse Joints: Select joint types and fabricate according to SMACNA's "HVAC Duct 
Construction Standards - Metal and Flexible," Figure 3-1, "Round Duct Transverse Joints," for 
static-pressure class, applicable sealing requirements, materials involved, duct-support intervals, 

http://www.specagent.com/LookUp/?ulid=3426&mf=04&mf=95&src=wd&mf=04&src=wd
http://www.specagent.com/LookUp/?uid=123456812638&mf=04&src=wd
http://www.specagent.com/LookUp/?uid=123456812639&mf=04&src=wd
http://www.specagent.com/LookUp/?uid=123456812640&mf=04&src=wd
http://www.specagent.com/LookUp/?uid=123456812641&mf=04&src=wd
http://www.specagent.com/LookUp/?uid=123456812642&mf=04&src=wd
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and other provisions in SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction Standards - Metal and 
Flexible." 
1. Transverse Joints in Ducts Larger Than 60 Inches in Diameter: Flanged. 

D. Longitudinal Seams: Select seam types and fabricate according to SMACNA's "HVAC Duct 
Construction Standards - Metal and Flexible," Figure 3-2, "Round Duct Longitudinal Seams," 
for static-pressure class, applicable sealing requirements, materials involved, duct-support 
intervals, and other provisions in SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction Standards - Metal and 
Flexible." 
1. Fabricate round ducts larger than 90 inches in diameter with butt-welded longitudinal 

seams. 
2. Fabricate flat-oval ducts larger than 72 inches in width (major dimension) with butt-

welded longitudinal seams. 
E. Tees and Laterals: Select types and fabricate according to SMACNA's "HVAC Duct 

Construction Standards - Metal and Flexible," Figure 3-5, "90 Degree Tees and Laterals," and 
Figure 3-6, "Conical Tees," for static-pressure class, applicable sealing requirements, materials 
involved, duct-support intervals, and other provisions in SMACNA's "HVAC Duct 
Construction Standards - Metal and Flexible." 

2.03 SHEET METAL MATERIALS 
A. General Material Requirements: Comply with SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction 

Standards - Metal and Flexible" for acceptable materials, material thicknesses, and duct 
construction methods unless otherwise indicated. Sheet metal materials shall be free of pitting, 
seam marks, roller marks, stains, discolorations, and other imperfections. 

B. Galvanized Sheet Steel: Comply with ASTM A 653/A 653M. 
1. Galvanized Coating Designation:  G90. 
2. Finishes for Surfaces Exposed to View: Mill phosphatized. 

C. Reinforcement Shapes and Plates: ASTM A 36/A 36M, steel plates, shapes, and bars; black and 
galvanized. 
1. Where black- and galvanized-steel shapes and plates are used to reinforce aluminum 

ducts, isolate the different metals with butyl rubber, neoprene, or EPDM gasket materials. 
D. Tie Rods: Galvanized steel, 1/4-inch minimum diameter for lengths 36 inches or less; 3/8-inch 

minimum diameter for lengths longer than 36 inches. 
2.04 DUCT LINER 

A. Flexible Elastomeric Duct Liner: Preformed, cellular, closed-cell, sheet materials complying 
with ASTM C 534, Type II, Grade 1; and with NFPA 90A or NFPA 90B. 
1. Manufacturers: Subject to compliance with requirements, provide products by one of the 

following: 
a. Aeroflex USA Inc. 
b. Armacell LLC. 
c. Rubatex International, LLC 

2. Surface-Burning Characteristics: Maximum flame-spread index of 25 and maximum 
smoke-developed index of 50 when tested according to UL 723; certified by an NRTL. 

3. Liner Adhesive: As recommended by insulation manufacturer and complying with 
NFPA 90A or NFPA 90B. 
a. Adhesive shall comply with the testing and product requirements of the California 

Department of Health Services' "Standard Practice for the Testing of Volatile 
Organic Emissions from Various Sources Using Small-Scale Environmental 
Chambers." 

B. Insulation Pins and Washers: 
1. Cupped-Head, Capacitor-Discharge-Weld Pins: Copper- or zinc-coated steel pin, fully 

annealed for capacitor-discharge welding, 0.106-inch- diameter shank, length to suit 
depth of insulation indicated with integral 1-1/2-inch galvanized carbon-steel washer. 

http://www.specagent.com/LookUp/?uid=123456812650&mf=04&src=wd
http://www.specagent.com/LookUp/?uid=123456812651&mf=04&src=wd
http://www.specagent.com/LookUp/?uid=123456812652&mf=04&src=wd
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2. Insulation-Retaining Washers: Self-locking washers formed from 0.016-inch-thick 
galvanized steel; with beveled edge sized as required to hold insulation securely in place 
but not less than 1-1/2 inches in diameter. 

C. Shop Application of Duct Liner: Comply with SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction 
Standards - Metal and Flexible," Figure 7-11, "Flexible Duct Liner Installation." 
1. Adhere a single layer of indicated thickness of duct liner with at least 90 percent adhesive 

coverage at liner contact surface area. Attaining indicated thickness with multiple layers 
of duct liner is prohibited. 

2. Apply adhesive to transverse edges of liner facing upstream that do not receive metal 
nosing. 

3. Butt transverse joints without gaps, and coat joint with adhesive. 
4. Fold and compress liner in corners of rectangular ducts or cut and fit to ensure butted-

edge overlapping. 
5. Do not apply liner in rectangular ducts with longitudinal joints, except at corners of ducts, 

unless duct size and dimensions of standard liner make longitudinal joints necessary. 
6. Apply adhesive coating on longitudinal seams in ducts with air velocity of 2500 fpm. 
7. Secure liner with mechanical fasteners 4 inches from corners and at intervals not 

exceeding 12 inches transversely; at 3 inches from transverse joints and at intervals not 
exceeding 18 inches longitudinally. 

8. Secure transversely oriented liner edges facing the airstream with metal nosings that have 
either channel or "Z" profiles or are integrally formed from duct wall. Fabricate edge 
facings at the following locations: 
a. Fan discharges. 
b. Intervals of lined duct preceding unlined duct. 
c. Upstream edges of transverse joints in ducts where air velocities are higher than 

2500 fpm or where indicated. 
9. Secure insulation between perforated sheet metal inner duct of same thickness as 

specified for outer shell. Use mechanical fasteners that maintain inner duct at uniform 
distance from outer shell without compressing insulation. 
a. Sheet Metal Inner Duct Perforations: 3/32-inch diameter, with an overall open area 

of 23 percent. 
10. Terminate inner ducts with buildouts attached to fire-damper sleeves, dampers, turning 

vane assemblies, or other devices. Fabricated buildouts (metal hat sections) or other 
buildout means are optional; when used, secure buildouts to duct walls with bolts, screws, 
rivets, or welds. 

2.05 SEALANT AND GASKETS 
A. General Sealant and Gasket Requirements: Surface-burning characteristics for sealants and 

gaskets shall be a maximum flame-spread index of 25 and a maximum smoke-developed index 
of 50 when tested according to UL 723; certified by an NRTL. 

B. Water-Based Joint and Seam Sealant: 
1. Application Method: Brush on. 
2. Solids Content: Minimum 65 percent. 
3. Shore A Hardness: Minimum 20. 
4. Water resistant. 
5. Mold and mildew resistant. 
6. VOC: Maximum 75 g/L (less water). 
7. Maximum Static-Pressure Class: 10-inch wg, positive and negative. 
8. Service: Indoor or outdoor. 
9. Substrate: Compatible with galvanized sheet steel (both PVC coated and bare), stainless 

steel, or aluminum sheets. 
C. Solvent-Based Joint and Seam Sealant: 
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1. Application Method: Brush on. 
2. Base: Synthetic rubber resin. 
3. Solvent: Toluene and heptane. 
4. Solids Content: Minimum 60 percent. 
5. Shore A Hardness: Minimum 60. 
6. Water resistant. 
7. Mold and mildew resistant. 
8. VOC: Maximum 395 g/L. 
9. Maximum Static-Pressure Class: 10-inch wg, positive or negative. 
10. Service: Indoor or outdoor. 
11. Substrate: Compatible with galvanized sheet steel (both PVC coated and bare), stainless 

steel, or aluminum sheets. 
D. Flanged Joint Sealant: Comply with ASTM C 920. 

1. General: Single-component, acid-curing, silicone, elastomeric. 
2. Type: S. 
3. Grade: NS. 
4. Class: 25. 
5. Use: O. 

E. Flange Gaskets: Butyl rubber, neoprene, or EPDM polymer with polyisobutylene plasticizer. 
F. Round Duct Joint O-Ring Seals: 

1. Seal shall provide maximum leakage class of 3 cfm/100 sq. ft. at 1-inch wg and shall be 
rated for 10-inch wg static-pressure class, positive or negative. 

2. EPDM O-ring to seal in concave bead in coupling or fitting spigot. 
3. Double-lipped, EPDM O-ring seal, mechanically fastened to factory-fabricated couplings 

and fitting spigots. 
2.06 HANGERS AND SUPPORTS 

A. Hanger Rods for Noncorrosive Environments: Cadmium-plated steel rods and nuts. 
B. Hanger Rods for Corrosive Environments: Electrogalvanized, all-thread rods or galvanized rods 

with threads painted with zinc-chromate primer after installation. 
C. Strap and Rod Sizes: Comply with SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction Standards - Metal 

and Flexible," Table 5-1, "Rectangular Duct Hangers Minimum Size," and Table 5-2, 
"Minimum Hanger Sizes for Round Duct." 

D. Steel Cables for Galvanized-Steel Ducts: Galvanized steel complying with ASTM A 603. 
E. Steel Cables for Stainless-Steel Ducts: Stainless steel complying with ASTM A 492. 
F. Steel Cable End Connections: Cadmium-plated steel assemblies with brackets, swivel, and bolts 

designed for duct hanger service; with an automatic-locking and clamping device. 
G. Duct Attachments: Sheet metal screws, blind rivets, or self-tapping metal screws; compatible 

with duct materials. 
H. Trapeze and Riser Supports: 

1. Supports for Galvanized-Steel Ducts: Galvanized-steel shapes and plates. 
2. Supports for Stainless-Steel Ducts: Stainless-steel shapes and plates. 
3. Supports for Aluminum Ducts: Aluminum or galvanized steel coated with zinc chromate. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 
3.01 DUCT INSTALLATION 

A. Drawing plans, schematics, and diagrams indicate general location and arrangement of duct 
system. Indicated duct locations, configurations, and arrangements were used to size ducts and 
calculate friction loss for air-handling equipment sizing and for other design considerations. 
Install duct systems as indicated unless deviations to layout are approved on Shop Drawings and 
Coordination Drawings. 
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B. Install ducts according to SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction Standards - Metal and 
Flexible" unless otherwise indicated. 

C. Install round and flat-oval ducts in maximum practical lengths. 
D. Install ducts with fewest possible joints. 
E. Install factory- or shop-fabricated fittings for changes in direction, size, and shape and for 

branch connections. 
F. Unless otherwise indicated, install ducts vertically and horizontally, and parallel and 

perpendicular to building lines. 
G. Install ducts close to walls, overhead construction, columns, and other structural and permanent 

enclosure elements of building. 
H. Install ducts with a clearance of 1 inch, plus allowance for insulation thickness. 
I. Route ducts to avoid passing through transformer vaults and electrical equipment rooms and 

enclosures. 
J. Where ducts pass through non-fire-rated interior partitions and exterior walls and are exposed to 

view, cover the opening between the partition and duct or duct insulation with sheet metal 
flanges of same metal thickness as the duct. Overlap openings on four sides by at least 1-1/2 
inches. 

K. Where ducts pass through fire-rated interior partitions and exterior walls, install fire dampers. 
Comply with requirements in Section 233300 "Air Duct Accessories" for fire and smoke 
dampers. 

L. Protect duct interiors from moisture, construction debris and dust, and other foreign 
materials. Comply with SMACNA's "IAQ Guidelines for Occupied Buildings Under 
Construction," Appendix G, "Duct Cleanliness for New Construction Guidelines." Provide a 
minimum of Level B protection. 

3.02 INSTALLATION OF EXPOSED DUCTWORK 
A. Protect ducts exposed in finished spaces from being dented, scratched, or damaged. 
B. Trim duct sealants flush with metal. Create a smooth and uniform exposed bead. Do not use 

two-part tape sealing system. 
C. Grind welds to provide smooth surface free of burrs, sharp edges, and weld splatter. When 

welding stainless steel with a No. 3 or 4 finish, grind the welds flush, polish the exposed welds, 
and treat the welds to remove discoloration caused by welding. 

D. Maintain consistency, symmetry, and uniformity in the arrangement and fabrication of fittings, 
hangers and supports, duct accessories, and air outlets. 

E. Repair or replace damaged sections and finished work that does not comply with these 
requirements. 

3.03 DUCT SEALING 
A. Seal ducts for duct static-pressure, seal classes, and leakage classes specified in "Duct 

Schedule" Article according to SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction Standards - Metal and 
Flexible." 

B. Seal ducts to the following seal classes according to SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction 
Standards - Metal and Flexible": 
1. Comply with SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction Standards - Metal and Flexible." 
2. Outdoor, Supply-Air Ducts: Seal Class A. 
3. Outdoor, Exhaust Ducts: Seal Class A. 
4. Outdoor, Return-Air Ducts: Seal Class A. 
5. Conditioned Space, Supply-Air Ducts in Pressure Classes 2-Inch wg and Lower: Seal 

Class A. 
6. Conditioned Space, Supply-Air Ducts in Pressure Classes Higher Than 2-Inch wg: Seal 

Class A. 
7. Conditioned Space, Exhaust Ducts: Seal Class A. 
8. Conditioned Space, Return-Air Ducts: Seal Class A. 
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3.04 HANGER AND SUPPORT INSTALLATION 
A. Comply with SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction Standards - Metal and Flexible," 

Chapter 5, "Hangers and Supports." 
B. Building Attachments: Concrete inserts, powder-actuated fasteners, or structural-steel fasteners 

appropriate for construction materials to which hangers are being attached. 
1. Where practical, install concrete inserts before placing concrete. 
2. Install powder-actuated concrete fasteners after concrete is placed and completely cured. 
3. Use powder-actuated concrete fasteners for standard-weight aggregate concretes or for 

slabs more than 4 inches thick. 
4. Do not use powder-actuated concrete fasteners for lightweight-aggregate concretes or for 

slabs less than 4 inches thick. 
5. Do not use powder-actuated concrete fasteners for seismic restraints. 

C. Hanger Spacing: Comply with SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction Standards - Metal and 
Flexible," Table 5-1, "Rectangular Duct Hangers Minimum Size," and Table 5-2, "Minimum 
Hanger Sizes for Round Duct," for maximum hanger spacing; install hangers and supports 
within 24 inches of each elbow and within 48 inches of each branch intersection. 

D. Hangers Exposed to View: Threaded rod and angle or channel supports. 
E. Support vertical ducts with steel angles or channel secured to the sides of the duct with welds, 

bolts, sheet metal screws, or blind rivets; support at each floor and at a maximum intervals of 16 
feet. 

F. Install upper attachments to structures. Select and size upper attachments with pull-out, tension, 
and shear capacities appropriate for supported loads and building materials where used. 

3.05 CONNECTIONS 
A. Make connections to equipment with flexible connectors complying with Section 233300 "Air 

Duct Accessories." 
B. Comply with SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction Standards - Metal and Flexible" for 

branch, outlet and inlet, and terminal unit connections. 
3.06 PAINTING 

A. Paint interior of metal ducts that are visible through registers and grilles and that do not have 
duct liner. Apply one coat of flat, black, latex paint over a compatible galvanized-steel primer. 
Paint materials and application requirements are specified in Section 099100 "Painting.” 

3.07 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 
A. Perform tests and inspections. 
B. Duct System Cleanliness Tests: 

1. Visually inspect duct system to ensure that no visible contaminants are present. 
2. Test sections of metal duct system, chosen randomly by Owner, for cleanliness according 

to "Vacuum Test" in NADCA ACR, "Assessment, Cleaning and Restoration of HVAC 
Systems." 
a. Acceptable Cleanliness Level: Net weight of debris collected on the filter media 

shall not exceed 0.75 mg/100 sq. cm. 
C. Duct system will be considered defective if it does not pass tests and inspections. 
D. Prepare test and inspection reports. 

3.08 START UP 
A. Air Balance: Comply with requirements in Section 230593 "Testing, Adjusting, and Balancing 

for HVAC." 
B. Replace all filters prior to test and balance of systems. 

3.09 DUCT SCHEDULE 
A. Fabricate ducts with galvanized sheet steel except as otherwise indicated. 
B. Provide double-wall spiral ductwork for all ductwork in exposed areas. 
C. Supply Ducts: 

1. Ducts Connected to Fan Coil Units, Furnaces, Heat Pumps, and Terminal Units: 
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a. Pressure Class: Positive 2-inch wg. 
2. Ducts Connected to Variable-Air-Volume Air-Handling Units: 

a. Pressure Class: Positive 6-inch wg. 
3. Ducts Connected to Equipment Not Listed Above: 

a. Pressure Class: Positive 2-inch wg. 
D. Return Ducts: 

1. Ducts Connected to Fan Coil Units, Furnaces, Heat Pumps, and Terminal Units: 
a. Pressure Class: Positive or negative 1-inch wg. 

2. Ducts Connected to Air-Handling Units: 
a. Pressure Class: Positive or negative 2-inch wg. 

3. Ducts Connected to Equipment Not Listed Above: 
a. Pressure Class: Positive or negative 2-inch wg. 

E. Exhaust Ducts: 
1. Ducts Connected to Fans Exhausting (ASHRAE 62.1, Class 1 and 2) Air: 

a. Pressure Class: Negative 2-inch wg. 
2. Ducts Connected to Equipment Not Listed Above: 

a. Pressure Class: Positive or negative 2-inch wg. 
F. Outdoor-Air (Not Filtered, Heated, or Cooled) Ducts: 

1. Ducts Connected to Fan Coil Units, Furnaces, Heat Pumps, and Terminal Units: 
a. Pressure Class: Positive or negative 1-inch wg. 

2. Ducts Connected to Equipment Not Listed Above: 
a. Pressure Class: Positive or negative 2-inch wg. 

G. Intermediate Reinforcement: 
1. Galvanized-Steel Ducts:  Galvanized steel. 

H. Elbow Configuration: 
1. Rectangular Duct: Comply with SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction Standards - 

Metal and Flexible," Figure 4-2, "Rectangular Elbows." 
a. Radius Type RE 1 with minimum 1.5 radius-to-diameter ratio. 
b. Radius Type RE 3 with minimum 1.0 radius-to-diameter ratio and two vanes. 
c. Mitered Type RE 2 with vanes complying with SMACNA's "HVAC Duct 

Construction Standards - Metal and Flexible," Figure 4-3, "Vanes and Vane 
Runners," and Figure 4-4, "Vane Support in Elbows." 

2. Round Duct: Comply with SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction Standards - Metal and 
Flexible," Figure 3-4, "Round Duct Elbows." 
a. Minimum Radius-to-Diameter Ratio and Elbow Segments: Comply with 

SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction Standards - Metal and Flexible," Table 3-
1, "Mitered Elbows." Elbows with less than 90-degree change of direction have 
proportionately fewer segments. 
1) Radius-to Diameter Ratio: 1.5. 

b. Round Elbows, 12 Inches and Smaller in Diameter: Stamped or pleated. 
c. Round Elbows, 14 Inches and Larger in Diameter:  Welded. 

I. Branch Configuration: 
1. Rectangular Duct: Comply with SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction Standards - 

Metal and Flexible," Figure 4-6, "Branch Connection." 
a. Rectangular Main to Rectangular Branch: 45-degree entry. 
b. Rectangular Main to Round Branch: Conical Spin in. 

2. Round and Flat Oval: Comply with SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction Standards - 
Metal and Flexible," Figure 3-5, "90 Degree Tees and Laterals," and Figure 3-6, "Conical 
Tees." Saddle taps are permitted in existing duct. 
a. Velocity 1000 fpm or Lower: Conical tap. 
b. Velocity 1000 to 1500 fpm: Conical tap. 
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c. Velocity 1500 fpm or Higher: 45-degree lateral. 

END OF SECTION  
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SECTION 23 33 00 

AIR DUCT ACCESSORIES 

PART 1 - GENERAL 
1.01 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 
1. Backdraft and pressure relief dampers. 
2. Manual volume dampers. 
3. Control dampers. 
4. Flange connectors. 
5. Turning vanes. 
6. Duct-mounted access doors. 
7. Flexible connectors. 
8. Flexible ducts. 
9. Duct accessory hardware. 

1.02 ACTION SUBMITTALS 
A. Product Data:  For each type of product. 

1.03 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS 
A. Operation and maintenance data. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 
2.01 ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTION 

A. Comply with NFPA 90A, "Installation of Air Conditioning and Ventilating Systems," and with 
NFPA 90B, "Installation of Warm Air Heating and Air Conditioning Systems." 

B. Comply with SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction Standards - Metal and Flexible" for 
acceptable materials, material thicknesses, and duct construction methods unless otherwise 
indicated.  Sheet metal materials shall be free of pitting, seam marks, roller marks, stains, 
discolorations, and other imperfections. 

2.02 MATERIALS 
A. Galvanized Sheet Steel:  Comply with ASTM A 653/A 653M. 

1. Galvanized Coating Designation:  G60. 
2. Exposed-Surface Finish:  Mill phosphatized. 

B. Reinforcement Shapes and Plates:  Galvanized-steel reinforcement where installed on 
galvanized sheet metal ducts; compatible materials for aluminum and stainless-steel ducts. 

C. Tie Rods:  Galvanized steel, 1/4-inch minimum diameter for lengths 36 inches or less; 3/8-inch 
minimum diameter for lengths longer than 36 inches. 

2.03 BACKDRAFT AND PRESSURE RELIEF DAMPERS 
A. Manufacturers:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide products by one of the 

following: 
1. Air Balance Inc.; a division of Mestek, Inc. 
2. American Warming and Ventilating; a division of Mestek, Inc. 
3. Cesco Products; a division of Mestek, Inc. 
4. Greenheck Fan Corporation. 
5. Lloyd Industries, Inc. 
6. Nailor Industries Inc. 
7. NCA Manufacturing, Inc. 
8. Pottorff. 
9. Ruskin Company. 
10. Vent Products Company, Inc. 

B. Description:  Gravity balanced. 
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C. Maximum Air Velocity:  1000 fpm. 
D. Maximum System Pressure:  1-inch wg. 
E. Frame:  Hat-shaped, 0.05-inch-thick, galvanized sheet steel, with welded corners or 

mechanically attached. 
F. Blades:  Multiple single-piece blades, center pivoted, maximum 6-inch width, 0.025-inch- thick, 

roll-formed aluminum with sealed edges. 
G. Blade Action:  Parallel. 
H. Blade Seals:  Vinyl foam. 
I. Blade Axles: 

1. Material: Galvanized steel. 
2. Diameter: 0.20 inch. 

J. Tie Bars and Brackets:  Galvanized steel. 
K. Return Spring:  Adjustable tension. 
L. Bearings: Steel ball or synthetic pivot bushings. 
M. Accessories: 

1. Adjustment device to permit setting for varying differential static pressure. 
2. Counterweights and spring-assist kits for vertical airflow installations. 
3. Electric actuators. 
4. Chain pulls. 
5. Screen Mounting:  Front mounted in sleeve. 

a. Sleeve Thickness:  20 gage minimum. 
b. Sleeve Length:  6 inches minimum. 

6. Screen Mounting:  Rear mounted. 
7. Screen Material:  Galvanized steel. 
8. Screen Type:  Insect. 
9. 90-degree stops. 

2.04 MANUAL VOLUME DAMPERS 
A. Standard, Steel, Manual Volume Dampers: 

1. Manufacturers:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide products by one of the 
following: 
a. Air Balance Inc.; a division of Mestek, Inc. 
b. American Warming and Ventilating; a division of Mestek, Inc. 
c. Flexmaster U.S.A., Inc. 
d. McGill AirFlow LLC. 
e. Nailor Industries Inc. 
f. Pottorff. 
g. Ruskin Company. 
h. Trox USA Inc. 
i. Vent Products Company, Inc. 

2. Standard leakage rating, with linkage outside airstream. 
3. Suitable for horizontal or vertical applications. 
4. Frames: 

a. Frame:  Hat-shaped, 0.094-inch-thick, galvanized sheet steel. 
b. Mitered and welded corners. 
c. Flanges for attaching to walls and flangeless frames for installing in ducts. 

5. Blades: 
a. Multiple or single blade. 
b. Parallel- or opposed-blade design. 
c. Stiffen damper blades for stability. 
d. Galvanized-steel, 0.064 inch thick. 

6. Blade Axles:  Galvanized steel. 
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7. Bearings: 
a. Oil-impregnated bronze. 
b. Dampers in ducts with pressure classes of 3-inch wg or less shall have axles full 

length of damper blades and bearings at both ends of operating shaft. 
8. Tie Bars and Brackets:  Galvanized steel. 
9. Provide extended shafts for the manual operated, locking quadrant, damper handle to 

clear duct wrap insulation. 
2.05 CONTROL DAMPERS 

A. Manufacturers:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide products by one of the 
following: 
1. American Warming and Ventilating; a division of Mestek, Inc. 
2. Arrow United Industries; a division of Mestek, Inc. 
3. Cesco Products; a division of Mestek, Inc. 
4. Greenheck Fan Corporation. 
5. Lloyd Industries, Inc. 
6. McGill AirFlow LLC. 
7. Metal Form Manufacturing, Inc. 
8. Nailor Industries Inc. 
9. NCA Manufacturing, Inc. 
10. Pottorff. 
11. Ruskin Company. 
12. Vent Products Company, Inc. 
13. Young Regulator Company. 

B. Frames: 
1. Hat shaped. 
2. 0.094-inch-thick, galvanized sheet steel. 
3. Mitered and welded corners. 

C. Blades: 
1. Multiple blade with maximum blade width of 6 inches. 
2. Opposed-blade design. 
3. Galvanized-steel. 
4. 0.064 inch thick single skin. 
5. Blade Edging:  Closed-cell neoprene. 
6. Blade Edging:  Inflatable seal blade edging, or replaceable rubber seals. 

D. Blade Axles:  1/2-inch-diameter; galvanized steel; blade-linkage hardware of zinc-plated steel 
and brass; ends sealed against blade bearings. 
1. Operating Temperature Range:  From minus 40 to plus 200 deg F. 

E. Bearings: 
1. Oil-impregnated bronze. 
2. Dampers in ducts with pressure classes of 3-inch wg or less shall have axles full length of 

damper blades and bearings at both ends of operating shaft. 
3. Thrust bearings at each end of every blade. 

2.06 FLANGE CONNECTORS 
A. Manufacturers:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide products by one of the 

following: 
1. Ductmate Industries, Inc. 
2. Nexus PDQ; Division of Shilco Holdings Inc. 
3. Ward Industries, Inc.; a division of Hart & Cooley, Inc. 

B. Description:  Add-on or roll-formed, factory-fabricated, slide-on transverse flange connectors, 
gaskets, and components. 

C. Material:  Galvanized steel. 
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D. Gage and Shape:  Match connecting ductwork. 
2.07 TURNING VANES 

A. Manufacturers:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide products by one of the 
following: 
1. Ductmate Industries, Inc. 
2. Duro Dyne Inc. 
3. Elgen Manufacturing. 
4. METALAIRE, Inc. 
5. SEMCO Incorporated. 
6. Ward Industries, Inc.; a division of Hart & Cooley, Inc. 

B. Manufactured Turning Vanes for Metal Ducts:  Curved blades of galvanized sheet steel; support 
with bars perpendicular to blades set; set into vane runners suitable for duct mounting. 
1. Acoustic Turning Vanes:  Fabricate airfoil-shaped aluminum extrusions with perforated 

faces and fibrous-glass fill. 
C. Manufactured Turning Vanes for Nonmetal Ducts:  Fabricate curved blades of resin-bonded 

fiberglass with acrylic polymer coating; support with bars perpendicular to blades set; set into 
vane runners suitable for duct mounting. 

D. General Requirements:  Comply with SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction Standards - Metal 
and Flexible"; Figures 4-3, "Vanes and Vane Runners," and 4-4, "Vane Support in Elbows." 

E. Vane Construction:  Double wall. 
2.08 DUCT-MOUNTED ACCESS DOORS 

A. Manufacturers:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide products by one of the 
following: 
1. American Warming and Ventilating; a division of Mestek, Inc. 
2. Cesco Products; a division of Mestek, Inc. 
3. Ductmate Industries, Inc. 
4. Elgen Manufacturing. 
5. Flexmaster U.S.A., Inc. 
6. Greenheck Fan Corporation. 
7. McGill AirFlow LLC. 
8. Nailor Industries Inc. 
9. Pottorff. 
10. Ventfabrics, Inc. 
11. Ward Industries, Inc.; a division of Hart & Cooley, Inc. 

B. Duct-Mounted Access Doors:  Fabricate access panels according to SMACNA's "HVAC Duct 
Construction Standards - Metal and Flexible"; Figures 7-2, "Duct Access Doors and Panels," 
and 7-3, "Access Doors - Round Duct." 
1. Door: 

a. Double wall, rectangular. 
b. Galvanized sheet metal with insulation fill and thickness as indicated for duct 

pressure class. 
c. Vision panel. 
d. Hinges and Latches:  1-by-1-inch butt or piano hinge and cam latches. 
e. Fabricate doors airtight and suitable for duct pressure class. 

2. Frame:  Galvanized sheet steel, with bend-over tabs and foam gaskets. 
3. Number of Hinges and Locks: 

a. Access Doors Less Than 12 Inches Square:  No hinges and two sash locks. 
b. Access Doors up to 18 Inches Square:  Two hinges and two sash locks. 
c. Access Doors up to 24 by 48 Inches:  Three hinges and two compression latches. 
d. Access Doors Larger Than 24 by 48 Inches:  Continuous and two compression 

latches with outside and inside handles. 
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C. Pressure Relief Access Door: 
1. Door and Frame Material:  Galvanized sheet steel. 
2. Door:  Double wall with insulation fill with metal thickness applicable for duct pressure 

class. 
3. Operation:  Open outward for positive-pressure ducts and inward for negative-pressure 

ducts. 
4. Factory set at 3.0- to 8.0-inch wg. 
5. Doors close when pressures are within set-point range. 
6. Hinge:  Continuous piano. 
7. Latches:  Cam. 
8. Seal:  Neoprene or foam rubber. 
9. Insulation Fill:  1-inch-thick, fibrous-glass or polystyrene-foam board. 

2.09 DUCT ACCESS PANEL ASSEMBLIES 
A. Manufacturers:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide products by one of the 

following: 
1. Ductmate Industries, Inc. 
2. Flame Gard, Inc. 
3. 3M. 

B. Labeled according to UL 1978 by an NRTL. 
C. Panel and Frame:  Minimum thickness 0.0528-inch carbon steel. 
D. Fasteners:  Carbon steel.  Panel fasteners shall not penetrate duct wall. 
E. Gasket:  Comply with NFPA 96; grease-tight, high-temperature ceramic fiber, rated for 

minimum 2000 deg F. 
F. Minimum Pressure Rating:  10-inch wg, positive or negative. 

2.10 FLEXIBLE CONNECTORS 
A. Manufacturers:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide products by one of the 

following: 
1. Ductmate Industries, Inc. 
2. Duro Dyne Inc. 
3. Elgen Manufacturing. 
4. Ventfabrics, Inc. 
5. Ward Industries, Inc.; a division of Hart & Cooley, Inc. 

B. Materials:  Flame-retardant or noncombustible fabrics. 
C. Coatings and Adhesives:  Comply with UL 181, Class 1. 
D. Metal-Edged Connectors:  Factory fabricated with a fabric strip 3-1/2 inches wide attached to 

two strips of 2-3/4-inch-wide, 0.028-inch-thick, galvanized sheet steel or 0.032-inch-thick 
aluminum sheets.  Provide metal compatible with connected ducts. 

E. Indoor System, Flexible Connector Fabric:  Glass fabric double coated with neoprene. 
1. Minimum Weight:  26 oz./sq. yd. 
2. Tensile Strength:  480 lbf/inch in the warp and 360 lbf/inch in the filling. 
3. Service Temperature:  Minus 40 to plus 200 deg F. 

F. Outdoor System, Flexible Connector Fabric:  Glass fabric double coated with weatherproof, 
synthetic rubber resistant to UV rays and ozone. 
1. Minimum Weight:  24 oz./sq. yd.  
2. Tensile Strength:  530 lbf/inch in the warp and 440 lbf/inch in the filling. 
3. Service Temperature:  Minus 50 to plus 250 deg F. 

2.11 FLEXIBLE DUCTS 
A. Manufacturers:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide products by one of the 

following: 
1. Flexmaster U.S.A., Inc. 
2. McGill AirFlow LLC. 
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3. Ward Industries, Inc.; a division of Hart & Cooley, Inc. 
B. Insulated, Flexible Duct:  UL 181, Class 1, aluminum laminate and polyester film with latex 

adhesive supported by helically wound, spring-steel wire; fibrous-glass insulation; aluminized 
vapor-barrier film. 
1. Pressure Rating:  10-inch wg positive and 1.0-inch wg negative. 
2. Maximum Air Velocity:  4000 fpm. 
3. Temperature Range:  Minus 20 to plus 210 deg F. 
4. Insulation R-value:  Comply with ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1. 

C. Flexible Duct Connectors: 
1. Clamps:  Stainless-steel band with cadmium-plated hex screw to tighten band with a 

worm-gear action in sizes 3 through 18 inches, to suit duct size. 
2.12 DUCT ACCESSORY HARDWARE 

A. Instrument Test Holes:  Cast iron or cast aluminum to suit duct material, including screw cap 
and gasket.  Size to allow insertion of pitot tube and other testing instruments and of length to 
suit duct-insulation thickness. 

B. Adhesives:  High strength, quick setting, neoprene based, waterproof, and resistant to gasoline 
and grease. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 
3.01 INSTALLATION 

A. Install duct accessories according to applicable details in SMACNA's "HVAC Duct 
Construction Standards - Metal and Flexible" for metal ducts and in NAIMA AH116, "Fibrous 
Glass Duct Construction Standards," for fibrous-glass ducts. 

B. Install duct accessories of materials suited to duct materials; use galvanized-steel accessories in 
galvanized-steel and fibrous-glass ducts, stainless-steel accessories in stainless-steel ducts, and 
aluminum accessories in aluminum ducts. 

C. Install backdraft dampers at inlet of exhaust fans or exhaust ducts as close as possible to exhaust 
fan unless otherwise indicated. 

D. Install volume dampers at points on supply, return, and exhaust systems where branches extend 
from larger ducts.  Where dampers are installed in ducts having duct liner, install dampers with 
hat channels of same depth as liner, and terminate liner with nosing at hat channel. 
1. Install steel volume dampers in steel ducts. 
2. Install aluminum volume dampers in aluminum ducts. 

E. Set dampers to fully open position before testing, adjusting, and balancing. 
F. Install test holes at fan inlets and outlets and elsewhere as indicated. 
G. Install duct access doors on sides of ducts to allow for inspecting, adjusting, and maintaining 

accessories and equipment at the following locations: 
1. On both sides of duct coils. 
2. Upstream and downstream from duct filters. 
3. At outdoor-air intakes and mixed-air plenums. 
4. At drain pans and seals. 
5. Downstream from manual volume dampers, control dampers, backdraft dampers, and 

equipment. 
6. At each change in direction and at maximum 50-foot spacing. 
7. Upstream and downstream from turning vanes. 
8. Upstream or downstream from duct silencers. 
9. Control devices requiring inspection. 
10. Upstream of FTU reheat coils. 
11. Elsewhere as indicated. 

H. Install access doors with swing against duct static pressure. 
I. Access Door Sizes: 

http://www.specagent.com/LookUp/?uid=123456823399&mf=04&&mf=04&src=wd
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1. One-Hand or Inspection Access:  8 by 5 inches. 
2. Two-Hand Access:  12 by 6 inches. 
3. Head and Hand Access:  18 by 10 inches. 
4. Head and Shoulders Access:  21 by 14 inches. 
5. Body Access:  25 by 14 inches. 
6. Body plus Ladder Access:  25 by 17 inches. 

J. Label access doors according to Section 230553 "Identification for HVAC Piping and 
Equipment" to indicate the purpose of access door. 

K. Install flexible connectors to connect ducts to equipment. 
L. Connect terminal units to supply ducts directly or with maximum 12-inch lengths of flexible 

duct.  Do not use flexible ducts to change directions. 
M. Connect diffusers or light troffer boots to ducts with maximum 60-inch lengths of flexible duct 

clamped or strapped in place. 
N. Connect flexible ducts to metal ducts with draw bands. 
O. Install duct test holes where required for testing and balancing purposes. 

3.02 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 
A. Tests and Inspections: 

1. Operate dampers to verify full range of movement. 
2. Inspect locations of access doors and verify that purpose of access door can be 

performed. 
3. Operate fire and smoke dampers to verify full range of movement and verify that proper 

heat-response device is installed. 
4. Inspect turning vanes for proper and secure installation. 

END OF SECTION  
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SECTION 23 34 23 

HVAC POWER VENTILATORS 

PART 1 - GENERAL 
1.01 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 
1. Centrifugal roof ventilators. 
2. Ceiling-mounted ventilators. 

1.02 ACTION SUBMITTALS 
A. Product Data:  For each type of product indicated. 
B. Shop Drawings:  Include plans, elevations, sections, details, and attachments to other work. 

1. Detail equipment assemblies and indicate dimensions, weights, loads, required 
clearances, method of field assembly, components, and location and size of each field 
connection. 

2. Wiring Diagrams:  For power, signal, and control wiring. 
1.03 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS 

A. Operation and maintenance data. 
1.04 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Electrical Components, Devices, and Accessories:  Listed and labeled as defined in NFPA 70, 
by a qualified testing agency, and marked for intended location and application. 

B. AMCA Compliance:  Fans shall have AMCA-Certified performance ratings and shall bear the 
AMCA-Certified Ratings Seal. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 
2.01 CENTRIFUGAL ROOF VENTILATORS 

A. Basis-of-Design Product:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide product indicated 
on Drawings or comparable product by one of the following: 
1. Greenheck Fan Corporation. 
2. Loren Cook Company. 
3. PennBarry. 

B. Housing:  Removable, spun-aluminum, dome top and outlet baffle; square, one-piece, 
aluminum base with venturi inlet cone. 

C. Fan Wheels:  Aluminum hub and wheel with backward-inclined blades. 
D. Belt Drives: 

1. Resiliently mounted to housing. 
2. Fan Shaft:  Turned, ground, and polished steel; keyed to wheel hub. 
3. Shaft Bearings:  Permanently lubricated, permanently sealed, self-aligning ball bearings. 
4. Pulleys:  Cast-iron, adjustable-pitch motor pulley. 
5. Fan and motor isolated from exhaust airstream. 

E. Accessories: 
1. Variable-Speed Controller:  Solid-state control to reduce speed from 100 to less than 50 

percent. 
2. Disconnect Switch:  Nonfusible type, with thermal-overload protection mounted inside 

fan housing, factory wired through an internal aluminum conduit. 
3. Bird Screens:  Removable, 1/2-inch mesh, aluminum or brass wire. 
4. Dampers:  Counterbalanced, parallel-blade, backdraft dampers mounted in curb base; 

factory set to close when fan stops. 
5. Motorized Dampers:  Parallel-blade dampers mounted in curb base with electric actuator; 

wired to close when fan stops. 
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F. Roof Curbs:  Galvanized steel; mitered and welded corners; 1-1/2-inch-thick, rigid, fiberglass 
insulation adhered to inside walls; and 1-1/2-inch wood nailer.  Size as required to suit roof 
opening and fan base. 
1. Configuration:  Built-in cant and mounting flange. 
2. Overall Height:  18 inches. 
3. Sound Curb:  Curb with sound-absorbing insulation. 
4. Pitch Mounting:  Manufacture curb for roof slope. 
5. Metal Liner:  Galvanized steel. 

2.02 CEILING-MOUNTED VENTILATORS 
A. Basis-of-Design Product:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide product indicated 

on Drawings or comparable product by one of the following: 
1. Greenheck Fan Corporation. 
2. Loren Cook Company. 
3. PennBarry. 

B. Housing:  Steel, lined with acoustical insulation. 
C. Fan Wheel:  Centrifugal wheels directly mounted on motor shaft.  Fan shrouds, motor, and fan 

wheel shall be removable for service. 
D. Grille:  Aluminum, louvered grille with flange on intake and thumbscrew attachment to fan 

housing. 
E. Electrical Requirements:  Junction box for electrical connection on housing and receptacle for 

motor plug-in. 
F. Accessories: 

1. Variable-Speed Controller:  Solid-state control to reduce speed from 100 to less than 50 
percent. 

2. Isolation:  Rubber-in-shear vibration isolators. 
3. Manufacturer's standard roof jack or wall cap, and transition fittings. 

2.03 MOTORS 
A. Comply with NEMA designation, temperature rating, service factor, enclosure type, and 

efficiency requirements for motors specified in Section 230513 "Common Motor Requirements 
for HVAC Equipment." 
1. Motor Sizes:  Minimum size as indicated.  If not indicated, large enough so driven load 

will not require motor to operate in service factor range above 1.0. 
B. Enclosure Type:  Totally enclosed, fan cooled. 

2.04 SOURCE QUALITY CONTROL 
A. Certify sound-power level ratings according to AMCA 301, "Methods for Calculating Fan 

Sound Ratings from Laboratory Test Data." Factory test fans according to AMCA 300, 
"Reverberant Room Method for Sound Testing of Fans."  Label fans with the AMCA-Certified 
Ratings Seal. 

B. Certify fan performance ratings, including flow rate, pressure, power, air density, speed of 
rotation, and efficiency by factory tests according to AMCA 210, "Laboratory Methods of 
Testing Fans for Aerodynamic Performance Rating."  Label fans with the AMCA-Certified 
Ratings Seal. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 
3.01 INSTALLATION 

A. Secure roof-mounted fans to roof curbs with cadmium-plated hardware.  See Section 077200 
"Roof Accessories" for installation of roof curbs. 

B. Ceiling Units:  Suspend units from structure; use steel wire or metal straps. 
C. Support suspended units from structure using threaded steel rods and spring hangers with 

vertical-limit stops having a static deflection of 1 inch.   
D. Install units with clearances for service and maintenance. 
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E. Label units according to requirements specified in Section 230553 "Identification for HVAC 
Piping and Equipment." 

3.02 CONNECTIONS 
A. Drawings indicate general arrangement of ducts and duct accessories.  Make final duct 

connections with flexible connectors.  Flexible connectors are specified in Section 233300 "Air 
Duct Accessories." 

B. Install ducts adjacent to power ventilators to allow service and maintenance. 
C. Ground equipment according to Section 260526 "Grounding and Bonding for Electrical 

Systems." 
D. Connect wiring according to Section 260519 "Low-Voltage Electrical Power Conductors and 

Cables." 
3.03 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 

A. Perform tests and inspections. 
1. Manufacturer's Field Service:  Engage a factory-authorized service representative to 

inspect components, assemblies, and equipment installations, including connections, and 
to assist in testing. 

B. Tests and Inspections: 
1. Verify that shipping, blocking, and bracing are removed. 
2. Verify that unit is secure on mountings and supporting devices and that connections to 

ducts and electrical components are complete.  Verify that proper thermal-overload 
protection is installed in motors, starters, and disconnect switches. 

3. Verify that cleaning and adjusting are complete. 
4. Disconnect fan drive from motor, verify proper motor rotation direction, and verify fan 

wheel free rotation and smooth bearing operation.  Reconnect fan drive system, align and 
adjust belts, and install belt guards. 

5. Adjust belt tension. 
6. Adjust damper linkages for proper damper operation. 
7. Verify lubrication for bearings and other moving parts. 
8. Verify that manual and automatic volume control and fire and smoke dampers in 

connected ductwork systems are in fully open position. 
9. Disable automatic temperature-control operators, energize motor and adjust fan to 

indicated rpm, and measure and record motor voltage and amperage. 
10. Shut unit down and reconnect automatic temperature-control operators. 
11. Remove and replace malfunctioning units and retest as specified above. 

C. Test and adjust controls and safeties.  Replace damaged and malfunctioning controls and 
equipment. 

D. Prepare test and inspection reports. 
3.04 ADJUSTING 

A. Adjust damper linkages for proper damper operation. 
B. Adjust belt tension. 
C. Comply with requirements in Section 230593 "Testing, Adjusting, and Balancing for HVAC" 

for testing, adjusting, and balancing procedures. 
D. Replace fan and motor pulleys as required to achieve design airflow. 
E. Lubricate bearings. 

END OF SECTION  
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SECTION 23 36 00 

AIR TERMINAL UNITS 
PART 1 - GENERAL 
1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 
Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.02 SUMMARY 
A. Section Includes: 

1. Shutoff, single-duct air terminal units. 
1.03 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data:  For each type of the following products, including rated capacities, furnished 
specialties, sound-power ratings, and accessories. 
1. Air terminal units. 
2. Liners and adhesives. 
3. Sealants and gaskets. 

B. Shop Drawings:  For air terminal units.  Include plans, elevations, sections, details, and 
attachments to other work. 
1. Detail equipment assemblies and indicate dimensions, weights, loads, required 

clearances, method of field assembly, components, and location and size of each field 
connection. 

2. Wiring Diagrams:  For power, signal, and control wiring. 
3. Hangers and supports, including methods for duct and building attachment and vibration 

isolation. 
1.04 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 

A. Coordination Drawings:  See section 01 31 12 “Coordination Drawings” for requirements. 
B. Field quality-control reports. 

1.05 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS 
A. Operation and Maintenance Data:  For air terminal units to include in emergency, operation, and 

maintenance manuals.  In addition to items specified in Section 017823 "Operation and 
Maintenance Data," include the following: 
1. Instructions for resetting minimum and maximum air volumes. 
2. Instructions for adjusting software set points. 

1.06 MAINTENANCE MATERIAL SUBMITTALS 
A. Furnish extra materials that match products installed and that are packaged with protective 

covering for storage and identified with labels describing contents. 
1. Fan-Powered-Unit Filters:  Furnish one spare filter(s) for each filter installed. 

1.07 QUALITY ASSURANCE 
A. ASHRAE Compliance:  Applicable requirements in ASHRAE 62.1, Section 5 - "Systems and 

Equipment" and Section 7 - "Construction and System Start-Up." 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 
2.01 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

A. Structural Performance:  Hangers and supports shall withstand the effects of gravity loads and 
stresses within limits and under conditions described in SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction 
Standards - Metal and Flexible." 

2.02 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
A. Electrical Components, Devices, and Accessories:  Listed and labeled as defined in NFPA 70, 

by a qualified testing agency, and marked for intended location and application. 
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2.03 SHUTOFF, SINGLE-DUCT AIR TERMINAL UNITS 
A. Basis-of-Design Product:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide product indicated 

on Drawings or comparable product by one of the following: 
1. Krueger. 
2. METALAIRE, Inc. 
3. Nailor Industries Inc. 
4. Price Industries. 
5. Titus. 
6. Trane; a business of American Standard Companies. 

B. Configuration:  Volume-damper assembly inside unit casing with control components inside a 
protective metal shroud. 

C. Casing:  0.034-inch steel, single wall. 
1. Casing Lining:  Adhesive attached, 1/2-inch- thick, flexible elastomeric. 
2. Air Inlet:  Round stub connection or S-slip and drive connections for duct attachment. 
3. Air Outlet:  S-slip and drive connections. 
4. Access:  Removable panels for access to parts requiring service, adjustment, or 

maintenance; with airtight gasket. 
5. Airstream Surfaces:  Surfaces in contact with the airstream shall comply with 

requirements in ASHRAE 62.1. 
D. Regulator Assembly:  System-air-powered bellows section incorporating polypropylene bellows 

for volume regulation and thermostatic control.  Bellows shall operate at temperatures from 0 to 
140 deg F, shall be impervious to moisture and fungus, shall be suitable for 10-inch wg static 
pressure, and shall be factory tested for leaks. 

E. Volume Damper:  Galvanized steel with peripheral gasket and self-lubricating bearings. 
1. Maximum Damper Leakage:  ARI 880 rated, 2 percent of nominal airflow at 6-inch wg 

inlet static pressure. 
2. Damper Position:  Normally open. 

F. Direct Digital Controls:  Single-package unitary controller and actuator specified in 
Section 230900 "Instrumentation and Control for HVAC." 

2.04 HANGERS AND SUPPORTS 
A. Hanger Rods for Noncorrosive Environments:  Cadmium-plated steel rods and nuts. 
B. Hanger Rods for Corrosive Environments:  Electrogalvanized, all-thread rods or galvanized 

rods with threads painted with zinc-chromate primer after installation. 
C. Steel Cables:  Galvanized steel complying with ASTM A 603. 
D. Steel Cable End Connections:  Cadmium-plated steel assemblies with brackets, swivel, and 

bolts designed for duct hanger service; with an automatic-locking and clamping device. 
E. Air Terminal Unit Attachments:  Sheet metal screws, blind rivets, or self-tapping metal screws; 

compatible with duct materials. 
F. Trapeze and Riser Supports:  Steel shapes and plates for units with steel casings; aluminum for 

units with aluminum casings. 
2.05 SOURCE QUALITY CONTROL 

A. Factory Tests:  Test assembled air terminal units according to ARI 880. 
1. Label each air terminal unit with plan number, nominal airflow, maximum and minimum 

factory-set airflows, coil type, and ARI certification seal. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 
3.01 INSTALLATION 

A. Install air terminal units according to NFPA 90A, "Standard for the Installation of Air 
Conditioning and Ventilating Systems." 

B. Install air terminal units level and plumb.  Maintain sufficient clearance for normal service and 
maintenance. 
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C. Install wall-mounted thermostats. 
3.02 HANGER AND SUPPORT INSTALLATION 

A. Comply with SMACNA's "HVAC Duct Construction Standards - Metal and Flexible," 
Chapter 5, "Hangers and Supports." 

B. Building Attachments:  Concrete inserts, powder-actuated fasteners, or structural-steel fasteners 
appropriate for construction materials to which hangers are being attached. 
1. Where practical, install concrete inserts before placing concrete. 
2. Install powder-actuated concrete fasteners after concrete is placed and completely cured. 
3. Use powder-actuated concrete fasteners for standard-weight aggregate concretes and for 

slabs more than 4 inches thick. 
4. Do not use powder-actuated concrete fasteners for lightweight-aggregate concretes and 

for slabs less than 4 inches thick. 
5. Do not use powder-actuated concrete fasteners for seismic restraints. 

C. Hangers Exposed to View:  Threaded rod and angle or channel supports. 
D. Install upper attachments to structures.  Select and size upper attachments with pull-out, tension, 

and shear capacities appropriate for supported loads and building materials where used. 
3.03 CONNECTIONS 

A. Install piping adjacent to air terminal unit to allow service and maintenance. 
B. Connect ducts to air terminal units according to Section 233113 "Metal Ducts." 
C. Make connections to air terminal units with flexible connectors complying with requirements in 

Section 233300 "Air Duct Accessories." 
3.04 IDENTIFICATION 

A. Label each air terminal unit with plan number, nominal airflow, and maximum and minimum 
factory-set airflows.  Comply with requirements in Section 230553 "Identification for HVAC 
Piping and Equipment" for equipment labels and warning signs and labels. 

3.05 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 
A. Manufacturer's Field Service:  Engage a factory-authorized service representative to inspect, 

test, and adjust components, assemblies, and equipment installations, including connections. 
B. Perform tests and inspections. 

1. Manufacturer's Field Service:  Engage a factory-authorized service representative to 
inspect components, assemblies, and equipment installations, including connections, and 
to assist in testing. 

C. Tests and Inspections: 
1. After installing air terminal units and after electrical circuitry has been energized, test for 

compliance with requirements. 
2. Leak Test:  After installation, fill water coils and test for leaks.  Repair leaks and retest 

until no leaks exist. 
3. Operational Test:  After electrical circuitry has been energized, start units to confirm 

proper motor rotation and unit operation. 
4. Test and adjust controls and safeties.  Replace damaged and malfunctioning controls and 

equipment. 
D. Air terminal unit will be considered defective if it does not pass tests and inspections. 
E. Prepare test and inspection reports. 

3.06 STARTUP SERVICE 
A. Engage a factory-authorized service representative to perform startup service. 

1. Complete installation and startup checks according to manufacturer's written instructions. 
2. Verify that inlet duct connections are as recommended by air terminal unit manufacturer 

to achieve proper performance. 
3. Verify that controls and control enclosure are accessible. 
4. Verify that control connections are complete. 
5. Verify that nameplate and identification tag are visible. 
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6. Verify that controls respond to inputs as specified. 
3.07 DEMONSTRATION 

A. Engage a factory-authorized service representative to train Owner's maintenance personnel to 
adjust, operate, and maintain air terminal units. 

END OF SECTION  
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SECTION 23 37 13 

DIFFUSERS, REGISTERS, AND GRILLES 

PART 1 - GENERAL 
1.01 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For each type of product indicated on drawings, include the following: 
1. Data Sheet: Indicate materials of construction, finish, and mounting details; and 

performance data including throw and drop, static-pressure drop, and noise ratings. 
2. Diffuser, Register, and Grille Schedule: Indicate drawing designation, room location, 

quantity, model number, size, and accessories furnished. 
B. Samples: For each exposed product and for each color and texture specified. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 
2.01 Provide products indicated on drawings or approved equal by Price, Titus, Nailor, or Metalaire.  

See air distribution device schedule. 
A. Device color to be selected by Architect from manufacturer’s full range. 

2.02 SOURCE QUALITY CONTROL 
A. Verification of Performance: Rate diffusers, registers, and grilles according to ASHRAE 70, 

"Method of Testing for Rating the Performance of Air Outlets and Inlets." 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 
3.01 INSTALLATION 

A. Install diffusers, registers, and grilles level and plumb. 
B. Ceiling-Mounted Outlets and Inlets: Drawings indicate general arrangement of ducts, fittings, 

and accessories. Air outlet and inlet locations have been indicated to achieve design 
requirements for air volume, noise criteria, airflow pattern, throw, and pressure drop. Make final 
locations where indicated, as much as practical. For units installed in lay-in ceiling panels, 
locate units in the center of panel. Where architectural features or other items conflict with 
installation, notify Architect for a determination of final location. 

C. Install diffusers, registers, and grilles with airtight connections to ducts and to allow service and 
maintenance of dampers, air extractors, and fire dampers. 

3.02 ADJUSTING 
A. After installation, adjust diffusers, registers, and grilles to air patterns indicated, or as directed, 

before starting air balancing. 

END OF SECTION  
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SECTION 23 74 16 

PACKAGED, LARGE-CAPACITY, ROOFTOP AIR-CONDITIONING UNITS 

PART 1: GENERAL 
1.01 SECTION INCLUDES: 

A. Semi-custom Packaged Rooftop Air Conditioners 
1.02 REFERENCES 

A. AFBMA 9 - Load Ratings and Fatigue Life for Ball Bearings. 
B. AMCA 99 - Standards Handbook. 
C. AMCA 210 - Laboratory Methods of Testing Fans for Rating Purposes. 
D. AMCA 300 - Test Code for Sound Rating Air Moving Devices. 
E. AMCA 500 - Test Methods for Louver, Dampers, and Shutters. 
F. AHRI Standard 340/360- Unitary Large Equipment 
G. AHRI Standard 920 - DOAS 
H. AHRI Standard 1060 - Rating Air-to-Air Heat Exchangers for Energy Recovery Ventilation Equipment 
I. ASTMB117 -  Standard Practice for Operating Salt Spray Apparatus 
J. NEMA MG1 - Motors and Generators. 
K.  NFPA 70 - National Electrical Code. 
L. UL 723 - Test for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials. 
M. UL 900 - Test Performance of Air Filter Units. 
N.  UL 1995 - Standard for Heating and Cooling Equipment. 
O. UL 94 - Test for Flammability of Plastic Materials for Parts in Devices and Appliances. 
P. IBC 2000, 2003 - International Building Code. 
Q. NFPA 90A - Standard for the Installation of Air Conditioning and Ventilating Systems. 
R. NFPA 5000 - Building Construction and Safety Code. 
S. ASHRAE 90.1 Energy Code. 
T. ASHRAE Std. 111 - Measurement, Testing, Adjusting, and Balancing of Building HVAC Systems 

1.03 SUBMITTALS 
A.  Shop Drawings: Indicate assembly, unit dimensions, weight loading, required clearances, construction 
details, field connection details, electrical characteristics and connection requirements. 
B.  Product Data: 

1. Provide literature that indicates dimensions, weights, capacities, ratings, and electrical characteristics and 
connection requirements. 
2. Provide data on filter media, filter performance, filter assembly, and filter frames. 
3. Provide computer generated fan curves with specified operating point clearly plotted. 

C. Manufacturers must clearly define any exceptions made to Plans and Specifications.  Any deviations in 
layout, arrangement, or efficiency shall be submitted to the consulting engineer prior to bid date.  Acceptance of 
deviation (s) from specifications shall be in the form of written approval from the consulting engineer.   

1.04 OPERATION AND MAINTANENCE DATA 
A. Maintenance Data: Provide instructions for installation, maintenance and service 

1.05 QUALIFICATIONS 
A. Manufacturer: Company specializing in manufacturing the Products specified in this section with 
minimum five years documented experience, who issues complete catalog data on total product. 
B. Certify Packaged Rooftop Performance in accordance with AHRI 340/360 Standards 
C. Product Energy Efficiency Compliant with ASHRAE 90.1 minimum energy efficiency requirements 
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D. Startup must be done by trained personnel experienced with rooftop equipment. 
E.  Do not operate units for any purpose, temporary or permanent, until ductwork is clean, filters and 
remote controls are in place, bearings lubricated, and manufacturers’ installation instructions have been 
followed. 

1.06 DELIVERY, STORAGE, HANDLING 
A. Deliver, store, protect and handle products to site. 
B.  Handle carefully to avoid damage to components, enclosures, and finish 
C. Store in a clean, dry place to protect from weather and construction traffic. 

PART 2: PRODUCTS 
2.01 APPROVED MANUFACTURERS 

A. Basis of Design:  Daikin Applied 
B. AAON:  RL 
C. Trane:  Intellipak 

2.02 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
A. Each unit shall be specifically designed for outdoor rooftop application and include a weatherproof 
cabinet.  Units shall be of a modular design with factory installed access sections available to provide 
maximum design flexibility.  
B. Furnish unit configuration, layout, performance and electrical characteristics as shown on project plans 
and schedule.   
C. The unit shall undergo a complete factory run test prior to shipment. The factory test shall include final 
test of all fan assemblies, a refrigeration circuit runtest, a unit control system operations checkout,  a unit 
refrigerant leak test, and a final unit inspection 
D. The complete unit shall be ETL listed. 
E. Unit shall be completely factory assembled and shipped in one piece. 
F. Unit to be shipped fully charged with R410A. 
G. All units shall have decals and tags to indicate caution areas and aid unit service. Unit nameplates shall 
be fixed to the main control panel door.  Electrical wiring diagrams shall be attached to the control panels.  
Installation, operating and maintenance bulletins and start-up forms shall be supplied with each unit. 
H. Submittals must demonstrate that scheduled unit leaving air temperature (LAT) is met, that fan and 
motor heat temperature rise (TR) have been considered, and scheduled entering air temperature (EAT) 
equals mixed air temperature (MAT).   Draw-thru cooling - Scheduled EAT equals cooling coil EAT and 
scheduled unit LAT equals cooling coil LAT plus TR. 

2.03 CABINET 
A. Unit construction for all walls, doors, ceiling and floor shall be double wall with a solid galvanized steel 
liner with a thermal break integral to the panel construction that provides a cleanable interior, prevents 
conductive heat transfer through the panel, and prevents exterior condensation on the panel. 
B. Unit construction for all walls, doors, ceiling and floor shall be double wall with a solid stainless steel 
liner with a thermal break integral to the panel construction that provides a cleanable interior, prevents 
conductive heat transfer through the panel and prevents exterior condensation on the panel.  
C. Foam Insulation shall provide a minimum thermal resistance R-value of 13.0. 
D. Unit construction shall be designed to operate at total static pressures up to 8.0 inches w.g. 
E. Provide quality unit construction with performance tested in accordance with ASHRAE Std 111 – 
cabinet air leakage shall not exceed leak class 6 (CL = 6), at +/- 6 in. w.c. casing pressure, where maximum 
cabinet leakage (cfm/100 ?ft?^2 of casing surface area) = CL x P^0.65.   
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F. Provide quality unit construction with air leakage less than 0.5% of design airflow up to 5 in. w.c.. 
G. Provide quality unit construction with air leakage less than 1.0% of design airflow up to 8 in. w.c.. 
H. Exterior surfaces shall be constructed of painted galvanized steel, for aesthetics and long-term durability.  
Paint finish will include a base primer with a high-quality polyester resin topcoat.  Finished, unabraded 
panel surfaces shall be exposed to an ASTM B117 salt spray environment and exhibit no visible red rust at 
a minimum of 3,000 hours exposure.  Finished, abraded surfaces shall be tested per ASTM D1654, having a 
mean scribe creepage not exceeding 1/16” at 1,000 hours minimum exposure to an ASTM B117 salt spray 
environment.  Measurements of results shall be quantified using ASTM D1654 in conjunction with ASTM 
D610 and ASTM D714 to evaluate blister and rust ratings 
I. Access shall be provided to filters, dampers, cooling coils, fan sections, compressors and electrical and 
controls components. 
J. Access doors shall be provided for each critical maintenance section in order to provide user easy access 
to components.  All access doors shall be mounted on full length stainless steel piano hinges and shall be 
secured by linkage and latch system that is operated by a single handle. The latch system shall feature a 
staggered engagement for ease of operation and a safety catch shall protect the user from injury in case a 
positive pressure door is opened while the fan is operating.  Doors secured by multiple, mechanical 
fasteners are not acceptable.   
K. The unit base frame shall be constructed of 13 gauge pre-painted steel to prevent base rail corrosion. 
L. The unit base shall overhang the roof curb for positive water runoff and shall have a formed recess that 
seats on the roof curb gasket to provide a positive, weathertight seal. Lifting brackets shall be provided on 
the unit base with lifting holes to accept cable or chain hooks. 

2.04 ACOUSTICS 
A. Equipment sound performance shall meet the scheduled discharge and return sound power 
B. Discharge Plenum sections shall be lined with a perforated acoustic liner to enhance sound attenuation. 
C. Discharge and Return Plenum sections shall be lined with a perforated acoustic liner to enhance sound 
attenuation. 

2.05 FANS 
A. All Supply, Return and Exhaust Fans shall be configured in an array with a minimum number fans 
specified in the schedule for each unit.  
B. Redundancy 

1. Size all fans for N-1 per the schedule 
2. Each supply, exhaust, and return fan motor shall have an independent integral inverter or a dedicated 
variable frequency drive per motor for redundancy. 

C. All Fans shall be dynamically balanced as an assembly in planes as per DIN / ISO 21940 to balancing 
grade G 6.3 or better or provide 2” Spring isolation for each fan. 
D. All fans shall be provided with totally enclosed maintenance-free ball bearings and permanent 
lubrication.  Bearings shall be selected for a minimum life in excess of 350,000 hrs (L50) at selected 
operating point. 
E. Fan airflow measuring 

1. All Supply and Return Fans shall include a factory installed flow measuring station. Airflow needs to 
be readable through the unit controller and building automation system. 

F. ECM Supply Fans  
1. All fans shall be a single width, single inlet (SWSI) airfoil centrifugal fan. The fan wheel shall be 
Class II construction with aluminum fan blades that are continuously welded to the hub plate and end rim. 
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The fan shall be a direct drive fan mounted to the motor shaft.  Belts and sheaves are not acceptable due 
to the additional maintenance. 
2. The fan motor shall be a totally enclosed electrically commutated motor that is speed controlled by the 
rooftop unit controller.  The motor shall include thermal overload protection and protect the motor in the 
case of excessive motor temperatures.  The motor shall have phase failure protection and prevent the 
motor from operation in the event of a loss of phase.  Motors shall be premium efficiency.   

G. ECM Return Fans 
1. All fans shall be a single width, single inlet (SWSI) airfoil centrifugal fan. The fan wheel shall be 
Class II construction with aluminum fan blades that are continuously welded to the hub plate and end rim. 
The fan shall be a direct drive fan mounted to the motor shaft.  Belts and sheaves are not acceptable due 
to the additional maintenance. 
2. The fan motor shall be a totally enclosed electrically commutated motor that is speed controlled by the 
rooftop unit controller.  The motor shall include thermal overload protection and protect the motor in the 
case of excessive motor temperatures.  The motor shall have phase failure protection and prevent the 
motor from operation in the event of a loss of phase.  Motors shall be premium efficiency.   
3. Exhaust Fan configurations are not allowed as alternate 

2.06 ELECTRICAL  
A. Unit wiring shall comply with NEC requirements and with all applicable UL standards.  All electrical 
components shall be UL recognized where applicable.  All wiring and electrical components provided with 
unit shall be number and color coded and labeled according to the electrical diagram provided for easy 
identification.  
B. The unit shall be provided with a factory wired weatherproof control panel.  Unit shall have a power 
terminal block for main power connection.  A terminal board shall be provided for low voltage control 
wiring.  Branch circuit short circuit protection, 115 volt control circuit transformer and fuse, system 
switches, and a high temperature sensor.  Each compressor and condenser fan motor shall be furnished with 
contactors and inherent thermal overload protection.   Supply and return fan motors shall have contactors 
and external overload protection.  Knockouts shall be provided in the of the main control panels for field 
wiring entrance 
C. All 115-600 volt internal and external wiring between control boxes and components shall be protected 
from damage by dedicated electrical raceways. 
D. The receptacle shall be powered by a field supplied 115V source. 
E. Single non-fused disconnect switch shall be provided for connecting electrical power at the unit.  
Disconnect switches shall be mounted internal to the control panel and operated by an externally mounted 
handle.  
F. Unit SCCR Rating to be 10 kAIC minimum 
G. Unit shall be provided with phase, voltage and brown out protection which shuts down all motors in the 
unit if the electrical phases are more than 10% out of balance on voltage or on phase reversal. 
H. Unit shall be provided with a safety shutdown terminal for installation of field emergency input 
I. All electrical options shall have a +/- 10 percent voltage utilization range to protect against voltage 
variation. 

2.07 SAFETY OPTIONS 
A. Unit shall be provided with a safety shutdown terminal for installation of field emergency input 

 
2.08 COOLING COIL 
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A. The cooling coil section shall be installed in a draw through configuration, upstream of the supply air 
fan.  The coil section shall be complete with factory piped cooling coil and sloped drain pan.  
B. Direct expansion (DX) cooling coils shall be fabricated of seamless 1/2" diameter high efficiency copper 
tubing that is mechanically expanded into high efficiency aluminum plate fins. Coils shall be a multi-row, 
staggered tube design with a minimum of 4 rows. All units shall have two independent refrigerant circuits 
and shall use an interlaced coil circuiting that keeps the full coil face active at all load conditions. 
C. Each refrigeration circuit shall be equipped with a thermostatic expansion valve for control refrigerant 
flow control. 
D. The refrigerant suction lines shall be fully insulated from the expansion valves to the compressors 
E. The distributor tubes shall be sleeved or coated to provide longevity and protection from leaks. 
F. All coils shall be factory leak tested with high pressure air under water. 
G. The drain pan shall be stainless steel and designed to comply with ASHRAE- 62.1 double sloped 
requirements drain pan shall be provided with the cooling coil. The drain pan shall extend beyond the 
leaving side of the coil and underneath the cooling coil connections.  The drain pan shall have a minimum 
slope of 1/8" per foot to provide positive draining.  The drain pan shall be connected to a threaded drain 
connection extending through the unit base.  Units with stacked cooling coils shall be provided with a 
secondary drain pan piped to the primary drain pan. 
H. Insulation under the drain pan should be a closed cell structure to prevent moisture from wicking under 
the drain pan.  Fiberglass is not allowed. 

2.09 GAS HEAT  
A. The gas furnace design shall be factory installed downstream of the supply air fan in the heat section.   
B. The heat exchanger shall include a 439 grade Stainless steel.  Aluminized steel heat exchangers are not 
acceptable.  The heat exchanger design shall collect condensate in a collection point and have a condensate 
drain. 
C. The furnace will be supplied with a modulating induced draft burner.  The burner shall be controlled for 
low fire start.  The burner shall be capable of continuous modulation between 20% and 100% (5:1 control) 
of rated capacity. 
D. The burner shall be specifically designed to burn natural gas and shall include a micro-processor based 
flame safeguard control, combustion air proving switch, pre-purge timer and spark ignition.  Status and 
alarm codes are available at the unit controller via a network connection and are available for BAS 
integration. 
E.  Provide with a 15 year gas heat exchanger warranty 

2.010 DRAW THROUGH FILTERS 
A. All units shall be provided with clogged filter switches and alarm enunciation 
B. Unit shall be provided with a draw-through filter section. 
C. The filter rack shall be designed to accept a 2” pleated filter and a 4” final filters. The manufacturer shall 
ship the rooftop unit with 2” MERV 8 filters and 4” MERV 13 filters.  The contractor shall furnish and install, 
at building occupancy, the final set of filters per the contract documents 

2.011 OUTDOOR/RETURN AIR SECTION 
A. Unit shall be provided with a Metal Mesh pre-filter in the outdoor air hood/section to prefilter large 
particulate to prevent early filter clogging. 
B. Unit shall be provided with an outdoor air economizer section. The economizer section shall include 
outdoor, return, and exhaust air dampers. The economizer operation shall be fully integral to the mechanical 
cooling and allow up to 100% of mechanical cooling if needed to maintain the cooling discharge air 
temperature.  The outdoor air hood shall be factory installed and constructed from galvanized steel finished with 
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the same durable paint finish as the main unit. The hood shall include moisture eliminator filters to drain water 
away from the entering air stream.  The outside and return air dampers shall be sized to handle 100% of the 
supply air volume. The dampers shall be parallel blade design.  Damper blades shall be gasketed with side seals 
to provide an air leakage rate of 1.5 cfm / square foot of damper area at 1” differential pressure in according 
with testing defined in AMCA 500.  Control of the dampers shall be by a factory installed direct coupled 
actuator.  
C. Damper actuator shall be fully modulating and spring return type. A comparative enthalpy control shall be 
provided to sense and compare enthalpy in both the outdoor and return air streams to determine if outdoor air is 
suitable for “free” cooling.  If outdoor air is suitable for “free” cooling, the outdoor air dampers shall modulate 
in response to the unit’s temperature control system. 
D. A power closure barometric exhaust damper shall be provided to exhaust air out of the back of the unit.  The 
actuator will hold the damper shut during unoccupied mode.  A bird screen shall be provided to prevent 
infiltration of rain and foreign materials.  

2.012 CONDENSING SECTION 
A. All Units shall provide the Energy Efficiency specified EER and IEER per the schedule equipment or 
higher. 
B. Condenser fans shall be direct drive, axial type designed for low tip speed and vertical air discharge. Fan 
blades shall be constructed of steel and riveted to a steel center hub. Condenser fan motors shall be heavy-duty, 
inherently protected, three-phase, non-reversing type with permanently lubricated ball bearing and integral rain 
shield. 
C. Condenser coils shall be an all aluminum design, and mounted on polymer brackets, to minimize di-electric 
corrosion.  The aluminum tube shall be a micro channel design with high efficiency aluminum fins.  Fins shall 
be brazed to the tubing for a direct bond. Each condenser coil shall be factory leak tested with high-pressure air 
under water.  
D. Condenser coils shall be protected from incidental contact to coil fins by a coil guard.  Coil guard shall be 
constructed of cross wire welded steel with PVC coating 
E. Head Pressure Control 

1. Units shall have at least one condenser fan per circuit to maintain positive head pressure and a VFD on 
each circuit to modulate condenser fans to provide mechanical cooling down to 25° F 

F. Each unit shall have multiple, heavy-duty scroll compressors. Each compressor shall be complete with gauge 
ports, crankcase heater, sight-glass, anti-slug protection, motor overload protection and a time delay to prevent 
short cycling and simultaneous starting of compressors following a power failure. Compressors shall be isolated 
with resilient rubber isolators to decrease noise transmission 
G. Each unit shall have two independent refrigeration circuits for redundancy. Each circuit shall be complete 
with a low pressure control, filter-drier, liquid moisture indicator/sight-glass, thermal expansion valve, and a 
manual reset high pressure safety switch. The thermal expansion valve shall be capable of modulation from 
100% to 25% of its rated capacity. Sight-glasses shall be accessible for viewing without disrupting unit 
operation. Each circuit shall be dehydrated and factory charged with Refrigerant 410A and oil. 
H. Each unit shall have at least 4 compressor stages of cooling capacity control for better part load control as 
required by ASHRAE 90.1-2013. 

 
2.013 CONTROLS 

A. Each unit shall be equipped with a complete MicroTech® microprocessor based control system.  The unit 
control system shall include all required temperature and pressure sensors, input/output boards, main 
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microprocessor and operator interface.  All boards shall be individually replaceable for ease of service.  All 
microprocessors, boards, and sensors shall be factory mounted, wired and tested. 
B. The microprocessor shall be a stand-alone DDC controller not dependent on communications with any on-
site or remote PC or master control panel. The microprocessor shall maintain existing set points and operate 
standalone if the unit loses either direct connect or network communications. The microprocessor memory shall 
be protected from voltage fluctuations as well as any extended power failures.  All factory and user set 
schedules and control points shall be maintained in nonvolatile memory.  No settings shall be lost, even during 
extended power shutdowns. 
C. The main microprocessor shall support an RS-232 direct connection to a product service tool or a modem. A  
communications module shall be provided for direct communication into the BAS network.  
D. All digital inputs and outputs shall be protected against damage from transients or wrong voltages. Each 
digital input and digital output shall be equipped with an LED for ease of service.  All field wiring shall be 
terminated at a separate, clearly marked terminal strip. 
E. The microprocessor shall have a built-in time schedule.  The schedule shall be programmable from the unit 
keypad interface.  The schedule shall be maintained in nonvolatile memory to insure that it is not lost during a 
power failure.  There shall be one start/stop per day and a separate holiday schedule.  The controller shall accept 
up to sixteen holidays each with up to a 5-day duration. Each unit shall also have the ability to accept a time 
schedule via BAS network communications.   
F. If the unit is to be programmed with a night setback or setup function, an optional space sensor shall be 
provided.  Space sensors shall be available to support field selectable features.  Sensor options shall include 
Zone sensor with tenant override switch, or Zone sensor with tenant override switch and heating/cooling set 
point adjustment. 

2.014 WARRANTY 
A. The manufacturer shall provide 12 month parts only warranty.  Defective parts will be repaired or replaced 
during the warranty period at no charge.  The warranty period shall commence at start up, or 6 months after 
shipment, whichever occurs first. 

 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 INSTALLATION 

A. Examine roughing-in for RTUs to verify actual locations of piping and duct connections before equipment 
installation. 

B. Roof Curb: Install on roof structure or concrete base, level and secure, according to NRCA's "NRCA Roofing 
Manual: Membrane Roof Systems." Install RTUs on curbs and coordinate roof penetrations and flashing with 
roof construction specified in Section 077200 "Roof Accessories." Secure RTUs to upper curb rail, and secure 
curb base to roof framing or concrete base with anchor bolts. Coordinate sizes and locations of roof curbs 
with actual equipment provided. 

C. Unit Support: Install unit level on structural curbs. Coordinate wall penetrations and flashing with wall 
construction. Secure RTUs to structural support with anchor bolts. 
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3.2 PIPING CONNECTIONS 

A. Piping installation requirements are specified in other Sections. Drawings indicate general arrangement of 
piping, fittings, and specialties. 

B. Where installing piping adjacent to RTU, allow space for service and maintenance. 

C. Connect piping to unit mounted on vibration isolators with flexible connectors. 

D. Connect condensate drain pans using NPS 1-1/4, ASTM B88, Type M copper tubing. Extend to nearest 
equipment or roof drain. Construct deep trap at connection to drain pan and install cleanouts at changes in 
direction. 

E. Gas Piping: Connect gas piping to burner, full size of gas train inlet, and connect with union and shutoff valve 
with sufficient clearance for burner removal and service. 

3.3 DUCT CONNECTIONS 

A. Comply with duct installation requirements specified in other HVAC Sections. Drawings indicate the general 
arrangement of ducts. The following are specific connection requirements: 

1. Install ducts to termination at top of roof curb. 
2. Remove roof decking only as required for passage of ducts. Do not cut out decking under entire roof 

curb. 
3. Connect supply ducts to RTUs with flexible duct connectors specified in Section 233300 "Air Duct 

Accessories." 
4. Install return-air duct continuously through roof structure. 

3.4 ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS 

A. Connect electrical wiring according to Section 260519 "Low-Voltage Electrical Power Conductors and 
Cables." 

B. Ground equipment according to Section 260526 "Grounding and Bonding for Electrical Systems." 

C. Install electrical devices furnished by manufacturer, but not factory mounted, according to NFPA 70 and 
NECA 1. 

D. Install nameplate for each electrical connection, indicating electrical equipment designation and circuit 
number feeding connection. 

1. Nameplate shall be laminated acrylic or melamine plastic signs as specified in Section 260553 
"Identification for Electrical Systems." 

2. Nameplate shall be laminated acrylic or melamine plastic signs as layers of black with engraved white 
letters at least 1/2 inch high. 

3. Locate nameplate where easily visible. 

3.5 CONTROL CONNECTIONS 

A. Install control and electrical power wiring to field-mounted control devices. 
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B. Connect control wiring according to Section 260523 "Control-Voltage Electrical Power Cables." 

3.6 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 

A. Testing Agency: Owner will engage a qualified testing agency to perform tests and inspections. 

B. Testing Agency: Engage a qualified testing agency to perform tests and inspections. 

C. Perform the following tests and inspections with the assistance of a factory-authorized service representative: 

1. After installing RTUs and after electrical circuitry has been energized, test units for compliance with 
requirements. 

2. Inspect for and remove shipping bolts, blocks, and tie-down straps. 
3. Operational Test: After electrical circuitry has been energized, start units to confirm proper motor 

rotation and unit operation. 
4. Test and adjust controls and safeties. Replace damaged and malfunctioning controls and equipment. 

D. RTU will be considered defective if it does not pass tests and inspections. 

E. Prepare test and inspection reports. 

3.7 DEMONSTRATION 

A. Engage a factory-authorized service representative to train Owner's maintenance personnel to adjust, operate, 
and maintain RTUs. 

 
 

END OF SECTION 
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SECTION 23 81 26 

SPLIT-SYSTEM AIR-CONDITIONERS 

PART 1 - GENERAL 
1.01 SUMMARY 

A. Section includes split-system air-conditioning and heat-pump units consisting of separate 
evaporator-fan and compressor-condenser components. 

1.02 ACTION SUBMITTALS 
A. Product Data:  For each type of product indicated. 
B. Shop Drawings:  Include plans, elevations, sections, details, and attachments to other work. 

1. Detail equipment assemblies and indicate dimensions, weights, loads, required 
clearances, method of field assembly, components, and location and size of each field 
connection. 

1.03 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 
A. Warranty:  Sample of special warranty. 

1.04 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS 
A. Operation and maintenance data. 

1.05 QUALITY ASSURANCE 
A. Electrical Components, Devices, and Accessories:  Listed and labeled as defined in NFPA 70, 

by a qualified testing agency, and marked for intended location and application. 
B. ASHRAE Compliance: 

1. Fabricate and label refrigeration system to comply with ASHRAE 15, "Safety Standard 
for Refrigeration Systems." 

2. ASHRAE Compliance:  Applicable requirements in ASHRAE 62.1,  Section 4 - 
"Outdoor Air Quality," Section 5 - "Systems and Equipment," Section 6 - " Procedures," 
and Section 7 - "Construction and System Start-up." 

C. ASHRAE/IESNA Compliance:  Applicable requirements in ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1. 
1.06 WARRANTY 

A. Special Warranty:  Manufacturer's standard form in which manufacturer agrees to repair or 
replace components of split-system air-conditioning units that fail in materials or workmanship 
within specified warranty period. 
1. Warranty Period: 

a. For Compressor: Five year(s) from date of Substantial Completion. 
b. For Parts: One year(s) from date of Substantial Completion. 
c. For Labor: One year(s) from date of Substantial Completion. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 
2.01 MANUFACTURERS 

A. Basis-of-Design Product:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide product indicated 
on Drawings or comparable product by one of the following: 
1. Carrier Corporation; Home Comfort and HVAC Building & Industrial Systems. 
2. LG Electronics. 
3. Mitsubishi Electric & Electronics USA, Inc.; HVAC Advanced Products Division. 
4. Daikin AC. 

2.02 INDOOR UNITS (5 TONS OR LESS) 
A. Wall-Mounted, Evaporator-Fan Components: 

1. General: 
a. The wall-mounted indoor unit shall be factory assembled, wired and run tested.  

Contained within the unit shall be all factory wiring, piping, control circuit board 
and fan motor.  The unit shall have a self-diagnostic function, 3-minute time delay 

http://www.specagent.com/LookUp/?ulid=4794&mf=04&mf=95&src=wd&mf=04&src=wd
http://www.specagent.com/LookUp/?uid=123456823929&mf=04&src=wd
http://www.specagent.com/LookUp/?uid=123456823932&mf=04&src=wd
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mechanism, an auto restart function, and a test run switch.  Indoor unit and 
refrigerant pipes shall be charged with dehydrated air before shipment from the 
factory. 

2. Unit Cabinet: 
a. All casings, regardless of model size, shall have the same white finish 
b. Multi directional drain and refrigerant piping offering four (4) directions for 

refrigerant piping and two (2) directions for draining are required. 
c. There shall be a separate back plate which secures the unit firmly to the wall. 

3. Fan: 
a. The indoor unit fan shall be an assembly with a line-flow fan direct driven by a 

single motor. 
b. The fan shall be statically and dynamically balanced and be powered by a motor 

with permanently lubricated bearing. 
c. Manual, adjustable guide vanes shall be provided with the ability to change the 

airflow from side to side (left to right). 
d. An integral, motorized, multi-position, horizontal air sweep flow louver shall 

provide for uniform air distribution, up and down. Five (5) positions plus Auto and 
Swing shall be provided, controlled from the remote controller. 

e. The indoor fan shall operate at one of five (5) speeds: Super High, High, Medium, 
Low, and Quiet plus Auto Fan Mode for models up to 18,000 BTU/h, and four (4) 
speeds: Powerful, High, Medium and Low plus Auto Fan Mode for the 24,000 
BTU/h model. All speeds shall be selected from the remote controller. 

4. Filter:  Return air shall be filtered by means of easily removed, washable, Catechin, 
Antioxidant Pre-filter and an Anti-allergy enzyme filter – blue, pleated type. 

5. Coil: 
a. The indoor unit coil shall be of nonferrous construction with smooth plate fins on 

copper tubing. 
b. The tubing shall have inner groves for high efficiency heat exchange. 
c. All tube joints shall be brazed with phoscopper or silver alloy. 
d. The coils shall be pressure tested at the factory. 
e. A sloped, corrosion resistant condensate pan with drain shall be provided under the 

coil. 
f. An optional drain pan level switch (DPLS1), designed to connect to the control 

board, shall be provided if required, and installed on the condensate pan to prevent 
condensate from overflowing. 

6. Electrical:  The system shall be equipped with A-Control – a system directing that the 
indoor unit be powered directly from the outdoor unit using a 3-wire, 14 ga. AWG 
connection plus ground. 

B. Ceiling Concealed, Horizontal Ducted Components: 
1. General: 

a. The ceiling-concealed ducted indoor unit shall be factory assembled, wired and run 
tested.  Contained within the unit shall be all factory wiring, piping, electronic 
modulating linear expansion device, control circuit board and fan motor.   

b. The unit shall have a self-diagnostic function, 3-minute time delay mechanism, and 
an auto restart function.   

c. Indoor unit and refrigerant pipes shall be charged with dehydrated air before 
shipment from the factory. The unit shall be suitable for use in plenums in 
accordance with UL1995 ed 4. 

2. Cabinet: 
a. The unit shall be ceiling-concealed, ducted—with a 2-position, field adjustable 

return and a fixed horizontal discharge supply.   
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3. Fan: 
a. Indoor unit shall feature multiple external static pressure settings ranging from 

0.14 to 0.60 in. WG. 
b. The indoor unit fan shall be an assembly with statically and dynamically balanced 

Sirocco fan(s) direct driven by a single motor with permanently lubricated 
bearings. 

c. The indoor fan shall consist of three (3) speeds, High, Mid, and Low plus the 
Auto-Fan function 

4. Filter: 
a. Return air shall be filtered by means of a standard factory installed return air filter. 

5. Coil: 
a. The indoor coil shall be of nonferrous construction with smooth plate fins on 

copper tubing.  The tubing shall have inner grooves for high efficiency heat 
exchange.  All tube joints shall be brazed with phos-copper or silver alloy. 

b. The coils shall be pressure tested at the factory. 
c. Coil shall be provided with a sloped drain pan.  Units without sloped drain pans 

which must be installed cockeyed to ensure proper drainage are not allowed. 
d. The unit shall be provided with an integral condensate lift mechanism able to raise 

drain water 27 inches above the condensate pan. 
6. Electrical: 

a. The electrical power of the unit shall be 208 volts or 230 volts, 1 phase, 60 hertz.  
The system shall be capable of satisfactory operation within voltage limits of 198 
volts to 253 volts.  The power to the indoor unit shall be supplied from the outdoor 
unit, using the Mitsubishi Electric A-Control system. 

b. For A-Control, a three (3) conductor AWG-14/16 wire with ground shall provide 
power feed and bi-directional control transmission between the outdoor and indoor 
unitsThe wall-mounted indoor unit shall be factory assembled, wired and run 
tested.  Contained within the unit shall be all factory wiring, piping, control circuit 
board and fan motor.  The unit shall have a self-diagnostic function, 3-minute time 
delay mechanism, an auto restart function, and a test run switch.  Indoor unit and 
refrigerant pipes shall be charged with dehydrated air before shipment from the 
factory. 

 
2.03 OUTDOOR UNITS (5 TONS OR LESS) 

A. Air-Cooled, Compressor-Condenser Components: 
1. Casing:  Steel, finished with baked enamel in color selected by Architect, with removable 

panels for access to controls, weep holes for water drainage, and mounting holes in base.  
Provide brass service valves, fittings, and gage ports on exterior of casing. 

2. Compressor:  Hermetically sealed with crankcase heater and mounted on vibration 
isolation device.  Compressor motor shall have thermal- and current-sensitive overload 
devices, start capacitor, relay, and contactor. 
a. Compressor Type:  Scroll. 
b. Two-speed compressor motor with manual-reset high-pressure switch and 

automatic-reset low-pressure switch. 
c. Refrigerant Charge:  R-410A. 
d. Refrigerant Coil:  Copper tube, with mechanically bonded aluminum fins and 

liquid subcooler.  Comply with ARI 206/110. 
3. Heat-Pump Components:  Reversing valve and low-temperature-air cutoff thermostat. 
4. Fan:  Aluminum-propeller type, directly connected to motor. 
5. Motor:  Permanently lubricated, with integral thermal-overload protection. 
6. Low Ambient Kit:  Permits operation down to 14 deg F. 
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7. Mounting Base:  Polyethylene. 
2.04 ACCESSORIES 

A. Control equipment and sequence of operation are specified in Section 230900 "Instrumentation 
and Control for HVAC."  

B. Thermostat:  Low voltage with subbase to control compressor and evaporator fan. 
C. Thermostat:  Wireless infrared functioning to remotely control compressor and evaporator fan, 

with the following features: 
1. Compressor time delay. 
2. 24-hour time control of system stop and start. 
3. Liquid-crystal display indicating temperature, set-point temperature, time setting, 

operating mode, and fan speed. 
4. Fan-speed selection including auto setting. 

D. Automatic-reset timer to prevent rapid cycling of compressor. 
E. Refrigerant Line Kits:  Soft-annealed copper suction and liquid lines factory cleaned, dried, 

pressurized, and sealed; factory-insulated suction line with flared fittings at both ends. 
F. Drain Hose:  For condensate. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 
3.01 INSTALLATION 

A. Install units level and plumb. 
B. Install evaporator-fan components using manufacturer's standard mounting devices securely 

fastened to building structure. 
C. Install roof-mounted, compressor-condenser components on equipment supports specified in 

Section 077200 "Roof Accessories." Anchor units to supports with removable, cadmium-plated 
fasteners. 

D. Install and connect precharged refrigerant tubing to component's quick-connect fittings.  Install 
tubing to allow access to unit. 

3.02 CONNECTIONS 
A. Where piping is installed adjacent to unit, allow space for service and maintenance of unit. 

3.03 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 
A. Perform tests and inspections. 

1. Manufacturer's Field Service:  Engage a factory-authorized service representative to 
inspect components, assemblies, and equipment installations, including connections, and 
to assist in testing. 

B. Tests and Inspections: 
1. Leak Test:  After installation, charge system and test for leaks.  Repair leaks and retest 

until no leaks exist. 
2. Operational Test:  After electrical circuitry has been energized, start units to confirm 

proper motor rotation and unit operation. 
3. Test and adjust controls and safeties.  Replace damaged and malfunctioning controls and 

equipment. 
C. Remove and replace malfunctioning units and retest as specified above. 
D. Prepare test and inspection reports. 

3.04 DEMONSTRATION 
A. Train Owner's maintenance personnel to adjust, operate, and maintain units. 

END OF SECTION  




